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CORONA AND SPACE CHARGE PHENOMENA AT 

FREQUENCIES 0F 40 TO 160 CYCLES PER SECOND 

INTRODUCT ION 

Since the beginning of this century, extensive 

studies lieve been conducted of the phenomena in asoous 

discharges. 

The corona dischare is one of the particularly 

interesting phenomena to electrical engineers. Tie 

early studies of the corona discharge were confined to 

the corona formation and the accompanying power loss as 

influenced by the conductor curvature and its surface 

conditions, the space between conductors and the sur- 

rounding atmospheric condItions. Around 1924, the im- 

portance of the effect of space charges on corona 

characteristics was realized. -mee then, many papers 

in the corona literature have dealt with space charges, 

attempting to fix the limits of their travels from the 

discharging conductor and investigatin the phenomena 

associated with their presence wider different conditions. 

The knowledge of the influence of frequency upon 

corona characteristics is however far f ron complete. 

Peek (20) found no important effect of frequency on the 

critical corona potentials for 25 to 60 cycles but 
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etated the pos8ibi1itr of such effect. Whitehead (30) 

ShOWed that the reduction of the critical corona potential 

was about 2 per cent tetweon 25 and 60 cycles and 6 per 

cent at 90 cycles. Later, he extended with Gorton (8) 

the frequency rarxe for such invostiati0n from 600 to 

3,000 cycles and found an erratic reduction in eMtical 

corona potentials. :.yan (24) and Nyman (19) stated that 

hih frequency would lower the critical corona potential 

although no experimental data have been found in the 

literature to support their predictions. 

When the applied potential is higher than the criti- 
cal value, an increasin, cumulative ionization by col- 

lisions will result in the accumulation of space charges 

surrounding the conductor. At wide electrode spacings 

and power frequencies, the ions of these space charges 

are thought to return to the discharging electrode and 

recombine with those of the succeeding half cycle. If 
the opposite electrode is suffiiont1y close, or if the 

supply frequency is sufficiently low, some of the space 

charge will reach the opposite electrode and be lost 
there. The exact amount of the accumulation of space 

charges depends therefore on the electrode spacing and 

the supply frequency. !iow the frequency and the spacing 

affect the space charge phenomena and the corona charac- 

teristics is a problem which has not been understood. 



The present Investigation studies the corona end 

space eharge phenomena on a No. 10 polIshed copper con- 

ductor at frequencies from 40 to 10 cycles and conductor 

to plane spacings f ron '7.5 to 60 centimetrs. The 

results of this investigation will furnish additional 

information which will help in the further understanding 

of the corona and space charge phenomena. 

THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION 

Mechanism Of Corona Discharge 

The "Theory of Ionization by Gollislonu first 

proposed by Townsend (26) in 1900 and later amended br 

others has been widely accepted to explain the p!enomena 

in gaseous dIscharges. According to this theory, two 

coefficients have been used to define the physical 

process of ionization b; collision in mathematical 

language. The first Townsend coefficient (15) 

designates the number of ionizing collisions made by an 

electron per centimeter of path in the direction of the 

eleotric field. The second Townsend coefficient 

designates the number of ionizing collisions made by a 

positive ion. It has been shown that the electronic 

ionization will occur first and is responsible for the 

first afield intensified ionization" by setting forth 

the "electron avalanche" while the TTself-maintainjn 
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discharpes" can only occur when positive Ions become 

ionizers and play a part in this intensified ionization. 

The analysis of the combined action of electrons and 

positive ions yields the following equation (15, 26) 

for the steady state current in a uniform field: 

_ ,-i R (a-)x - o (c- )x 
- 3E 

where 0 is the initial saturation current at x : O and 

i is the steady state current as a result of ionization 

by collision at a finito distance x. 

Equation 1 contains a condition of infinite current. 

Townsend referred to this as the condition of break- 

down. Thus in a unifor field, breakdozi will occur when 

(:-a 
E - o 2 

Recent investigations have raised a question re- 

¿'arding the possibility of ionization by positive ion 

collisions (15). Positivo ions are effective ionizers 

only when the potential difference is very high and they 

have gained enerr corresponding to thousands of volts. 

In the ordinary discharge path, the probability of 

positive ions having sufficient length of free path to 

gain this necessary energy is quito small. Some other 

more effective secondary ionization processes, such as 

the omission of the electrons br the cathode under 
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positive ion bombaròtent sind photoionizatlon, must 

enter in this discharge current intensification. These 

secondary processes, as shown by Loeb (15), will lead 

to the same mathematical expression of the breakdown 

condItion and are indistinguishable from what ownsend 

and his croup have considered as due to ionization by 

positive ion collisions under practical experimental 

conditions. The second Townsend coefficient may there- 

fore be generalized to represent only the second co- 

efficient determined by experiment from an equation 

of the ;eneral forni as equation 1; however, it does not 

show the nature of the secondary ionization process. 

The above discussion though based on the condition 

of uniform field also applies for non-uniforni field. 

However, in a non-uniform field, the breakdown may occur 

parta1ly in the form of glow or brush discharge. In 

general sense, the corona discharge should include the 

dark discharge, glow discharo, and brush discharge in 

any gas. In this paper, it will be confined to the ;low 

and brush discharges surrounding cylindrical conductors 

in air. Experiments conducted by Cravath and Dechene (15) 

on corona showed the existence of the photoionizatlon 

in ordinary gases. hence both the cathode emission of 

electrons and the photoionization will contribute as 



secondary ionization proezo in addition to the less 

probetle toniztion process b positive ion collisions. 

As cl and will not be constant at every point in 

a non-unifori. field but will depend on the field strength 

at the point with same other controlling factors, hence 

they will be a certain function of the distance x. The 

discharge condttion in a non..uniform field can thus be 

written in a more .enoral form as 

- : o .............. 3 

where the limit of integration is taken over the dis- 

charge path between x r and x = b. 

Direct measurement of (].) has shown that is 

much smaller than a , Equation 3 can thus be simplified 

as 
b 

: .Jr or 1cLdX ln... 4 

Since z: and will both be a. function of relativo 

air density and potential gradient, if it i assunied 

that their ratio is to be constant (31) with the same 

electrode set-up, equation 4 than reduces to: 

(b 

J cL dx :: a certain constant k... 5 
r 

Equation 5 has been given by Schumann (25) s the 

general discharge condition. It can also be derived 

more rigorously mathematically from Tosond's Continuity 

Theorem (27) with the same assumption of constant 
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This means that a discharge will occur when the total 

rrumber of ions Thrrned per electror cvr the whole dis- 

ehare path roaches a certain oontant value. 

From this reasoning, the phaica1 process of corona 

formation surrounding a conductor in air may be further 

invest1ated in more detail. 

Consider a conìductor of radius r Inside a con- 

centric cylinder of radius R aa shown in figure 1. 

A88um8 the presence of free electrons inside thIs cylin- 

der due to the actions of the ever present radio activity 

and cosnic rays or other radIation. Jhon the applied 

potential is positive on the centrai conductor and the 

potential gradiont is above the critical ionization 

value, the free electrons will be attracted toward the 

positive conductor and produce more and more electron 

avalanches b collisions a they enter in the region of 

higher potential gradient. From the "Kinetic Theory 

of ionization by collision is always present 

even when the potential gradient is low. 

Practically, as the ionization by collision at 

lower potential fadieut is negligible, the assumption 

may be made that it only occurs when the potential gradi- 

ent is greater than a certain value g0 at unity relative 

air density. i'or this conductor and cylinder arrange- 

ment, if g is the potential gradient at radius b under 
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FIGURE t CONCENTRIC CONDUCTORS ARRANGEMENT 

IONIZATION BY COLLISION IS ASSUMED TO OCCUR 

WITHIN THE CYLINDRICAL SURFACE OF RADIUS b. 

THE FIELD GRADIENT ON THIS SURFACE IS 

FOR RELATIVE AIR DENSITY 



unity relative air density with a certain applied po- 

tential, then the ionization b collision will occur 

inside the cylindrical re3ion of radius r and radius b. 

Suppose b1 is the initial electron density at 

radius b and, n and r1 are the saite at radius x and 

radius r respectively on the crest of the first positive 

half cycle. The total increase in electron num1ers per 

cerxtineter of length at di2tance x for a decrease in 

radial distance dx will be: 

d(21x):d(21flzZ)(.dx) 
or 

d(nx) - 
__________ - -adx e 

(nix) 

Integrating over the whole ionization path and sub- 

stit'uting the proper limits give: 

b 

in 
r 

= 1Xd_x .................i.... 7 

flblb 

A compari8on of equations 5 arid 7 $how8 that if 

the applied potential is just enough to make JdX 
in ( _ rr]Y ) : k, a corona discharçe may be expected to 

bl ' 

occur. Actual observations of corona discharçes indicate 

that for this critical applied potential, the formation 

of corona will not occur on the first cycle but will be 

delayed for a nuxuber of cycles. This time delay has 

been found to be as long as three minutes (4) after the 



application of the critical corona potential. Davis 

explained that this phenomenon is due to the fact that 

the process of ionization by collision must go on through 

a number of cycles up to the ciest of that positive half 

cycle when the electron density b at radius b will 

create at the conductor surface a definite density r 
The magnitude of must be great enough to cause a 

layer immediately around the conductor to he conduct- 

ing and result in the formation of a corona discharge. 

The physical phenomenon of building up the dis- 

charge is now evident. On the crest of the first posi- 

tivo half cycle, the electron density left about the 

conductor surface is l As rl is not groat enough 

to produce a corona discharge, part of it will disappear 

as the convection current taken by the conductor while 

the remainder will be repelled during the following 

negative half cycle by the negative conductor. loniza- 

tion b collisions, r000mbination and diffusion losses 

will accompany this outward motion. The result is that 

there are much more nuxcierous free electrons left sur- 

rounding the conductor. On the crest of the next posi- 

tive half cycle, the electron density at radius b will 

be b2 which is of course much greater than bl 
will again crea a still greater electron density r2 at 
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the conductor surface. If the applied poteitil is high 

enou:;h the process will go on to the crest of the final 

Dositivo half cycle at which the electron density rib at 

radius b is great enough to creato the necessary value 

of n1, at the conductor surface to initiate the corona 

discharge. The conditions for the £oriiation of the 

corona discharge can therefore be suarized as: 

b nr 
jdd.x in b) k with r = certain constant.. B 

The above theory is a correlation of the work due 

to Townsend, Davis and Schumann. The assumption of the 

first appearance of corona discharge on the crest of 

the positive half cycle at the critical applied potential 

has been observed experinientlly by many investigators 

(27, 31, 32) and also in this investigation. It should 

be noted that after the discharge is established, the 

ionization becomes so copious that the discharge will 

occur ori both polarities. 

Furthermore, the correlated theory though based on 

the conductor and cylinder arrangenont is valid for both 

parallel conductors and conductor and ground plane ar- 

rangements since there is no radical change in the 

phenomena occuring on those various arrangements. 

Another theory regarding the formation of corona 

discharge has been developed by Peek (20). According 
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to Peek, air arid other ¿ase have a constant "breakdown 

strength" 1out discìiare does not neccssarì1y occur when 

the electric stress exceeds th1 value. The stress 

musi; exceed the "breakdown strerith" over a certain dIs.. 

tance from the e1ectrode, depondin on the curvature 

of the latter. Tuis distance i known a the 'tenergy 

distancett cnd here the energy Is aInod and developed 

to carry on the discharge. The enert stored in this 

distance Is also analogous to the electrostatic enorg 

stored in a dIelectric under stress as shown by Kunz 

(12). Peek found eperirentally that the "energy dis- 

tance'1 for relative air dersit S and conductor radius 

r is equal to O.O8j! for conductor and concentric 

c1inder and O.3O1ji for pa allel conductors. 

Upon this conceptione 115 derIved the following 

erpirica1 expressions for the necessary conductor sur- 

face gr&dorit gr to initiate the corona discharge: 

kv crest per cii. 
r ( i i$. 0.308 ) for conductor and . . . . 

concentric cylinder 

kv crest por cm. 
29.8 ( i s 0.301 ) for parallel ....l0 

conductors 

It can be shown that Peek's results are to be 

expected from the correlated theory based on ionization 

by collision. Before .oin to the further mathematical 

work of this theory, it Is neces3ary to express a in 
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terms of potontiti &rdiont and relative air tienity 

The completo expression or c ha been given by Davis (5). 

As lt involves an exponential interal it is incon 

venlent to use it for further zsthatica1 woz4c. A 

simplified close approxiration for the expression of 

has besxt found. This is developed in Appendix I iart 

A and found to be 

:( g*g0 
where o O.1ß, and g0 : 24.8 kv orest per centimeter. 

With the substitution of d into equation 8 and 

upon einipllttcation, the following final result for 

the expression of conductor surface gredient at critical 

corona toritntion yields: 

a 1.204 sg0 .1 k I .......... U. 
£ I 

T 
1 

j0.44c 4 r 
nr 

whorek:ln ! 
nbb 

Substituting the values of g 24.8 and o 0.138, 

the expression 0f beøesi 

$r 29. ( 1. . _k i ) s..... 12 

X: k in the above equstion is taken as 49, then 

lt reduces to: 

r 
29.9 s ( i 4 !401 ) .............. 13 

Equation 1 sbove is identical with equation 10 
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which, as previously explained, was derived empirically 

by Peek. 

Factors Affecting The Conductor Surface Gradient 
At Critical Corona Fonnation 

The effects of relative air density and conductor 

radius on the conductor surface gradient at critical 

corona forriation can be found extensively in the corona 

literature (20,25,30,31). As there is not much di- 

verence among the results of such effects, Peek's 

fonualae, as shown in equations 9 and 10 are probably 

as accurate as any. So far as the effects of these 

two factors are concerned, equation 11 or 12 based on 

the correlated theory of ionization by collisions and 

equations 9 and 10 ven by Peek can tell th? story 

equally well. For the sanie relative air density, the 

real dielectric strength of air is not altered by the 

curvature of the conductor although the apparent di- 

electric strength increases as the conductor radius 

decreases. 

Equation 11, however, perrits the further explana- 

tion of other influencing factors such as spacing, 

frequency etc. 

The effects of such factors e not been con- 

sidered in Peek's formulas or in formulas given by 

other authors. It should be remembered tha th 
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- formation of corona discharge has been assumed to occur 

under two condItions: over the discharge path 

must reach a certain value k, 2. the electron density 

1'r 
about the conductor surface must build up to the 

final value which is great enough to form immediately a 

conducting layer around it. For a definite electrode 

arrangement and under the same operating conditions, r 
. nr will be constant. Ince k is equal to in r any 

nb 
factor tending to reduce the value of b wi1 of course 

increase the necessary value of k to initiate the corona 

discharge. This, in turn, increases the conductor sur- 

face gradient at the critical corona foxiiation as 

seen from equation li or 12. 

The effects of spacing and frequency are now evident 

from these considerations. For the same frequency, if 
the spacing between the conductor and the opposite eloc- 

trode is too close, some of the electron density n. 

may be lost to the opposite electrodo, so that the value 

k and hence g is increased. This phenomenon of reduc- 

tion of % j1 not occur when the spacing is so largo 

that the electrons in the buildingr up process can not 

reach the opposite electrode. Therefore, at largor 

spacins, k and will become constant if all other con- 

trolling factors remain the sano. 
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The effect of frequency is related to the electrode 

spacing. At the same electrode spacing and with all 
other controlling factors remaining the saine, the lower 

the frequency, thE InOC will be the t1:e allowed for 
eleetron$ to travel toward the opposIte electrode on the 

neatîvo haLt' co1e. The 1os of b to the opposIte 

electrode, if any, will of course become greater the 

frequency i reduced. FurthorruoLe, the electron densIty 

is subject to an additional decrease at lower fre- 

quency since more tie and henfle more chance is given 

for rib to be reduced through rocoiibIrigtIori and diffusion 
1os. 

All of thece factors tend to reduce the density b 

arid thus the value k as the frequency ii lowered. The 

conductor surface gradient at the critical corona 

forE!ation is therefore increased when the frequency is 
decreased. 

The decrease in electron density b at close spacings 

and low frequencies can not be made up by allowing more 

cycles to elapse. The building up process as discussed 

under the Mechanism of Corona Discharge Is graphically 

illustrated by figuro 2. Curves i and 2 represent the 

envelopes of the successive changes in electron density 

b1 b2 and rl, flr2,w respectIvely. For a 
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FIGURE 2 BUILDING UP OF IONIZATION 

SURROUNDING THE CONDUCTOR 

AT CRITICAL CORONA POTENTIAL 
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cortain applied potential, curve 2 will reach a final 

atu'ated valuo irie3poctive to Its starting point. 

If this final value is just equal to the nocossary value 

of n, corona dischare ii11 be formed iìmiiediately,. On 

the other hand., with a doezease in froquenc or in 

spacing at c1oe spacring3, even though the potenta1 

gradient Is h-opt constant, there ia a reduction in the 

suocossivo values electron donity and tJ:o two curves 

aro lowered so that the final value of rib and n, may be 

leas than that required for corona foruation. Under 

these conditions, corona will novor occur irrespective 

of how many cycles may elapse.. rrhe only waj the corona 

can be nado to appear is to increase the potential 

radient and hence the doxee 01' ionization to such an 

extent that the two curves will be raised and the final 

saturated electron density r can reach the critical 

value. Therefore, the conductor surface gradient at the 

critical corona foiviation is increased as the frequency 

is decroased or as the spacing is decreased at closer 

snacins. 

The effects of frequency and spacing, however, can 

not he very great. Ca1cu1at:1ons for a No. 10 copper 

conductor at unity relativo air density show that a 

reduction in the electron density nb to 30 per cent will 
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only result in an increase of 5 per cent in the conductor 

surface gradient nocess&ry to start the corona. 

In the 11jht of this reasoning, the effect of 

irradiation is also clear. In general, irradiation pro- 

duces so little ionization that there is no possibility 

of producing ny naterial chan&e in the electron density 

necessary for corona fonnation. It does, however, 

increase the initial electron density bl at radius b. 

The result is that curves I and 2 will start st a hihor 

point but their final values are not altered. In other 

words, irradiation has the effect of reducing the tiìne 

delay of corona fonnation but not the conductor surface 

gradient at critical corona formation. This phenomenon 

has been observed by W1-iltehead (29) and other investi- 

gators and explained by Davis (4). 

In fact, if there be an independent free electron 

source of supply, so copious as to exert some effect on 

the electron density b' the conductor surface gradient 

g at the critical corona formation will be altered. 

Ryan (24) found that the reduction was as much as 50 por 

cent by introducing a fine wire between the high voltage 

wires and charging it from a static machine. His ex- 

periment was done in such a heavy space charge region 

that this largo reduction is probably due more to the 

distortion of the original field by the presence of a 



chared wire as vxill be discussed later. 

The Space Charge Surrounding The Conductor In Corona 

So far the discussion has taken no account the 

effect of the space charge field. The assumption of 

neg1iib1e space charge effect can only be true before 

the corona formation since the ionization under that 

condition is small and does not exert any appreciable 

Influence on the conductor field. After the formation 

of the corona discharge, the situation becoLes quite 

different. Evidence of this condition is found in the 

fact that when the corona starts at a certain critical 

potential on decreasing the applied potential, it will 

not stop at the starting potential but at a lower value 

as the applied potential is decreased (1,32). 

urthermore, if the applied potentIal is increased 

gradually, the instanianeous conductor potential at which 

the corona starts will become less and less (1,18,22). 

For sufficiently high values of applied potential, the 

coronL ;zar start at a conductor potential In opposition 

to the corona formation. All or these phenomena indi- 

cato the increasing importance of the presence of space 

charge in modifying the original conductor field. In 

other words, in the presence of the space charge, it is 

the combined field due to both the conductor potential 



and the space charge which detexines the formation of 

the corona discharge. Also n the region oÍ' the corona 

discharge, the froc electron supply will becorao so 

copious that it exerts sorne influence on the electron 

density rib as discussed in the Ueohanian of Corona 

Discharge The resultant conductor surface gradient 

necessary to maintain the corona discharge is therefore 

reduced below the value corresponding to the critical 

corona potential. 

Consider the conductor and plane arrangement as shown 

in fijure . Let the applied potential e E Sin wt 

have the magnitude E greater than the crest critical 

corona potential E0. Assume the first appearance oÍ 

corona discharge s on the positive half c'cle. For 

this first positive half cycic, as there is negligible 

space charge effect before the corona formation, the 

corona will of course form at an instantaneous conductor 

potential ei equal to the crest critical corona potential 

c' Following this corona formation, an Ionized region 

will be established immediately. Inside this region, 

positive arid negative carriers begin to appear copiously. 

These negativo carriers will consist essentially of 

negative electrons because in this high potential gradi- 

ont region, the chance of electrons being attached to 

neutral atoms and forming massive negative ions is very 



(a)APPLIED POTENTIAL WAVE.(CORONA 

STARTS ON THE FIRST POSITIVE HALF 

CYCLE OF CORONA FORMATION ej:Ec) 

(c) FIELD SURROUNDING THE CONDUCTOR 

AT CREST OF POTENTIAL WAVE WITH 

Em: 2Ec . REPRESENTING 

CANCELLATION OF FLUX FROM THE 

CONDUCTOR CHARGE BY FLUX FROM 

THE POSITIVE SPACE CHARGE.) 
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(b) FIELD SURROUNDING THE CONDUCTOR 

JUST BEFORE CORONA FORMATION. 

(NEGLIGIBLE SFCE CHARGE EFFECT.) 

/ 

/ 

I 

/ 

N 

(d) FIELD SURROUNDING THE CONDUCTOR 

AT THE END OF POSITIVE HALF 

CYCLE. ( POSITIVE SPACE CHARGE 

SETTING UP A STRONG NEGATIVE 

FIELD ON THE CONDUCTOR SURFACE.) 

FIGURE 3 SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM OF DIELECTRIC FIELD 

SURROUNDING A CONDUCTOR IN POSITIVE CORONA 
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31i:ht. ost of them will be attracted toward the con- 

ductor and the resultant negative charge will be 

conducted at once by the positive conductor through 

the high voltage source to the opposite ground plane, 

leaving a coxìiparatively small number distributed around 

the conductor which constitutes the necessary electron 

density b to 
initiate the corona discharge on the 

following negative half cycle. On the other hand, 

po3itive carriers or positive ions will be repelled by 

the positive conductor and will have rovod only a very 

short distance when the negative charge due to the 

electron car:ier3 reaches the oppo2ito ground plane, 

since the Ion2 move much more slowly in air than the 

current flows In the conductor. They will hence be 

left a the positive space charge outside the 1.onizing 

region, movin toward the round plane under the action 

of the conductor and their own fields The flux emanating 

from thi3 positive space charge will of course end both 

on the po$itive conductor and on the negative ground 

plano. 

Aa the instantaneous conductor potential is going 

to increase beyond the value E0, the conductor surface 

and the surrounding radiont will become 'reater than 

that corresponding to the crest crItical corona potential 

E0 momentarily. This Increase in potential gradient tends 



to extead the ion1ztn reion and produce a reater 

nuiber of ionizing collisions nd hence a greater number 

of both positive and ne'atìve car1ierB. The re5ult is 

that many more negative oaïriers flow into the condu.otor 

and a heavier positive space charge begins to accurnu- 

late outside the ionizing region in $ueh a manner as to 

check the increao of the conductor surface gradient. 

It 18 therefore reasonable to assume (9,10,22,27,32) 

that the flow of negative earrior8 to the conductor 

neutralizes the conductor surface charge that is In 

excess of that corresponding to the critical corona 

potential and the conductor surface ;radient will remaIn 

at the critical value if the crest critical corona 

potential E0 is not altered by the presence o the 

corona discharge. 

The excess negative carriers will then be trans- 

forred by conduction to the bround plane and foxn the 

space charge condenser with the pOSitIVO space charge 

consuming the excess conductor potential ( e - E0 ). 

The above explanations of the space charge 

phenomena make possible the construction of a simpli- 

lied diagram of the resultant dielectric field surround- 

ing a conductor In positivo corona as shown in figure 3. 

It should be noted that as ions forming the space charge 

are produced at different points ori the potential wave 
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and. hence have a dltforont time for their outward motion 

and there always exists among them mutual repulsion, the 

space charge can never be confined in one layer with a 

8harp boundary as shown in this fiure. However, this 
simpliíied diagram may be considered to represent the 

total amount of the space charge in one layer located 

in such a position and moving in such a manner that it 
will produce the same effects as the actual distributed 
space charge surrounding the conductor. 

In figure 3e. is shown the applied potential wave 

which is in excess of the potential required to produce 

the corona. The first appearance of the corona on the 

positive half cycle will occur at an instantaneous con- 

ductor potential e1 equal to the crest critical corona 

potential E0. Just e.t this potential and before the 

corona formation, the flux will al]. emanate from the 

positive conductor and end on the negative ground plane 

with negligible space charge effect as figure 3b. As 

the applied instantaneous conductor potential becomes 

greater than E0, the positive space charge begins to 

accumulate in an appreciable amount. 

This positive space charge as discussed above will 
have its flux toward both the positive conductor and 

the negative ground plane. By the above assumption, the 



space charco flux toward the conductor will moot and can- 

ce]. a like amount of outward flux from the positive con- 

ductor leaving a resultant flux which is sufficient to 

produce the potential radient necessary to maintain 

the corona dischax'e. Fox the8e simplified conditions 

with sharp space charge boundary and unaltered E0 after 

the corona foxation, the resultant field distributton 

between the conductor and the Inner boundary of the 

positive space charge will renialn the arae as that just 

before the corona formation. Actually, because of the 

flow of electrons and ions in this region, the resultant 

field distribution will be slightly altered. Also the 

copiou3 electron supply in the corona d1schare region 

will arfect the electron density rib and lower the po- 

tontia. E0 necessary for nmintaining the corona discharge 

as 111 be discussed in more detail later. 

The above situation holds true for the increasing 

art Q' the potential wave up to the crest value. Figure 

3e shows the dielectric field distribution at the crest 

of the potential wave with magnitude E 2Ec Obviousi 

the conductor flux cancelled by the space charge flux 

are equal to its net outward flux. Under this condition, 

if it is further asswied that the positive space charge 

will remain fixed in pOSitiOfl and is not subject to any 

kind of loss during the time before the negative corona 
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is formed, the positive corona dl5charge will extinuish 

at t:e cre3t Of the Dotentlal wave since the resultant 

conductor surface and the suroundinL potential radient 

will be reduced below the value necessary Cor xnaintain- 

1n; the corona discharge and become less and less pos1- 

five as the applied instantaneou8 conductor potential 

is decreased. For the instantaneous potential equal 

to E0 on the railing part of the potential wave, the 

net outviard flux from the conductor will be zero, leaving 

zero potential gradient surround1n the conductors. For 

the instantaneoua potential less than E0, the resultant 

potential gradient surrounding the conductor will become 

negative even though the applied potential la positive. 

ìvhen the instantaneous applied potential is zero, the 

space charge will set up a strong negative field around 

the conductor corresponding to an applied potential of 

.E0 which Is just enough to initiate the negative corona 

under those asswnptions as shown In figure 3d. In 

gonexal, with the above assumptions, if the iaxiiiurn value 

of the applied potential E is other than 2E0, the 

negative coxna will start at an instantaneous applied 

potential e equal to e : ). If is 

greater than will then beconie neative which 

means that the negative corona will start at ari instan- 

taneous applied potential in opposition to the corona 
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formation, 

The above coniderntions 111ustrte ono oxtrenie 

case arid the maxinurn Influence of the existing spaoc charge. 

It 8iìould be noted that the space charge la free to iiove 

toward the opposite :round plane. As it movei, t will 

have loss flux toward the conductor and more toward the 

ground plane. crtover, aftei' sGveral cycles have 

elapsed and the steadr state condition ha beon esthblished, 

the negative space charge produced during the previous 

negative hale cycle will now return toward the po3itive 

conductor. Tuis returning negative space charge itay 

persist even on the falling part o the positive cycle 

and will of course meet the outgoing positive space 

charge and any roconthnation between them will result in 

a loss of net positive space charge. The positive space 

charge is subject to further loss b some of its ions 

reaching the ground plane and being neutra1iza. This 

latter loss is espeeilly important w.ion the conductor 

to plane spacing is small and the frequency low as will 

be shown later. All of the above actions tend to reduce 

the axiount of flux from the positive space charge to the 

conductor surface after the posItive corona discharge has 

ext ingui shed. 

Hence the effectiveness of the positive space 

charge in determining the instantaneous corona starting 
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potentic.1 for the successive ne,$ativo half cycle is 

reducod. 

There is another phenornexion which occurs due to 

the relative rate of th reduction of conductor surThce 

eharo flux and positive sp.ee charge flux tow.rd the 

conductor. Near the crest and on the fa11in part o 

tLìe positive potential wave, the rate of potentIal de- 

crease a.nd hence the conductor surface chare reduction 

i3 slow. Meantiiae, 1f the rate of space e1re loss y 

reombination arid dispersion is oufficlently 1ar'e to 

reduce ît flux toward the positive conductor more rapid- 

1ZT thafl tilO disappearance of the conductor surface charge 

tlux due to the decrease in instantaneous applied po- 

tentia]., the resultant conductor surface and iti sur- 

rounding potential gradient my sfili be maintained at 

tìe value neceisarr to suport the corona discharge. 

The corona discharge will thus not be extinguished at 

the crest but at a certain point on the fa11in part 

ot the potential wave. For the closer spacins and. lowor 

frequencies, this corona extinguishing point may be 

beyond the crest of the potential wave by an appreciable 

angle. This has been found by Starr and Lloyd (14) 

who observed the corona discharge faded and disappeared 

at a point 10 to 25 decrees beyond the crest of the 

potential wave. 
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There nay bo another extreme oase of the phonomena, 

at bast theoetica11, due to the di5apparanoe of the 

3pace charge flux o rapidly that it will be disiptted 

be.tore the foination of the negative ooxona and wIll 

exert no Influence In controllIn the !n3tantanoous 

applied potential at which neratIve cormia forrrs. Co- 

rana will tierefor itart on each ubequent half roleø 

at the sane Inatantneou appliod potential equal to E 

in ii&nitudo 

The actual situatIon iIe between the above two 

extrerie casos Upon the assumption that the resultant 

conductor auraee ¿radient is constant at a value cor- 

responding to the crest crItical corona potential E0, 

the Oxeess of the applied potential ( E E ) is no 

doubt responsible for the production of the total space 

charge. The influence of the space chare in reducinß 

the instantaneous applied potential at which the corona 

starts depends on the magnitude of the space charge and. 

Its effective position with respect to the conductor at 

the tibie the corona of opposite polarity forma Peek 

(22) took account of this wIth a so called 'leakage 

factor a'. The instantaneous corona startin potential 

will then becone 

e1 : - a (E -E ) ..,.....,..........l4 mo 
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There are several factors which deterine the marii- 

tude of the space charge and its effective position. When 

the applied potential Em is slightly greater than E0, 

corona will start at a point near the crest of the po- 

tential wave. 

The positivo space charge thus produced has less 

timo for its outward motion from the conductor on the 

positive half cycle and more time for its inward motion 

toward the conductor on the following negative half cycle 

than is the caso when E, is much larger than E0. The 

result is that for the same amount of the excess applied 

potential above the crest critical corona potential, the 

space charge produced is more effectIve in reducing the 

instantaneous corona starting potential when the applied 

potential is near the critical value. In other words, 

the so called leake factor a' is greater the nearer 

the applied potential is to the critical valuo. 

Furthermore, after the formation of the corona dis- 

charge, the supply of free electrons becomes so copious 

as to affect the electron density rib as discussed in the 

Mechanism of Corona Discharge and reduce the potential 

necessary for maintaining the corona discharge f roui the 

crest critical corona potential E to a lower value E. 

It is the excess potential ( Em - E ), instead of 



( E0 ), which is now actually responsible for the 

production and aectunulatiori of the total space ehar3e and 

the reduction of' the instantaneous corona starting po- 

tential below E0 or ( E0 e1 ). If it Is ettU con- 

sidered that ( E - c ) is responsible for such reduction 

as shown by Peek in equation 14, the result is a if 

the teleakaße factor increases to an apparent value 

¿iven by 
1 

apparent leakage factor mc x original leakage 

mc factor .........l5 

This ttapparent leakae actor', contrary to the 

Peek statement (22), nay be greater than one for applIed 

potential near the critical value as will be shown by 

an example in the Experimental InvestiLntion. 

Conductor to plane spacing is another important 

factor In determining the InIluenee of the space charge 

on the instantaneous corona trtn potntia1. With 

the sar.e frequency and other controlling factors fixed, 

the larger the spacing, the farther the space charge 

ions must traol to reach the ground plane and be 

neutralized. At largor spacings, the sanie amount of 

excess applied potential above the critical value will 

produce more space charLe accumulation and will cause 

a greater reduction In tile instantaneous corona starting 

potential. 
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The frequency of the applied potential also inC lu- 

ences the space charge accumulation because t controls 

the space charge migration ttme. V.th fixed spacing and 

all other contro111n fictors fixeci, as the frequency 

of the source of supply is reduced, more time and hence 

more chance i provided for the space charge to be lost 

either to the :round piene by conduction current or by 

reconbination. At the tiie the negative corona forms, 

the boundary of the equivalent pce charge will he 

farther from the conductor at the lower frequencies. 

I3oth of these condItions tend to reduce the effective- 

ness of the space charge influence. The instantaneous 

corona starting potential is therefore increased as the 

frequency is decreased with other conditions remaining 

the same. 

The Influence Of Ion Mobility Qi The Nature Of Th 
space Charge 

The above investIation of the space charge 

phenomena has been carried on with reference t o the 

first positive half cycle. The main features remain 

the same for the subsequent positive and negative half 

cycles. After the establishment of steady stato condi- 

tion, the Influence of the space charge will cause the 

corona to start at an instantaneous applied potential 

instead of E0. The excess potential for the production 
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of the new space charge after the corona torratîon will 

now becoie ( Em e1 ). Let a part of t1118 newly forred 

cpace chtre must be used to neutralize the old onc 

tL excess potential which 18 reaponsibis for the accuxmi- 

lation of the space charge in detorm1nn the instan- 

taneou$ coronta ßtarting potential of the following half 

cycle will not be ( Em C ), bUt ( E1 j ) ( Em 

) : 
- 

: 
- 

in which i8 con3ideed un- 

altered by the presence of the corona discharge arid the 

'leakae factor a8 is con8idcred equal to one. 

If the negative and posItive carriers are of 

Identical nature, there will be no difference, except 

with the chance in sign, in the space charge phenomena 

surrounding a conductor in positive and in negative 

corona. The actual observed polarit effects a8sociated 

with a-o corona on corductor8 show tis is not the case 

and a difference in the nature of the space charge during 

the positive and. negative half cycle Is to be oxected. 

This difference is mainly due to the difference in OSi 

tive and negative carrier mobility. 

Consider the case when the negative corona starts 

on its own polarity. At a certain point on the negative 

potential wave, the combined field of negative surface 

charge and positive residual space charge will become 

sufficient to initiate the negative corona and pzvduce 



cumulative ionization by co11iions. Electrons produced 

will be repelled by the negative conductor. Asthey re 

of much h1her avorae mobility, they will move toward 

the ground plane much moro rapidly than the positive 

ions do On the positive half cycle. After reaching a 

certain distance, the potential gradient drops to such 

a low value that almost all of the electrons will be 

attached to neutral atom8 and form negative ions. rihero_ 

after, these negativo ions will move slowly because of 

their lower average mobility as compared with electrons. 

T;iO outer space charge surrounding a conductor in ne&a- 

tive corona will hence consiat essentially of negative 

ions only. Those negative ions in their outward riotion 

will recombino with the residual positive ions of the 

former half cycle and any recoiWination amone them is 

equivalent to the returning of positivo ions to the 

neCativo conductor. Some of the residual positive ions 

of the former half cycle may still ,;et over the negative 

space charge region arid move toward the negativo con- 

ductor in the same manner as the newly formed positivo 

ions behave. Since positive ions are of much lower mo- 

bility especially at the higher potential gradients, 

they will not all retuni to and be neutralized at the 

conductor as the negative electrons do on the positive 

half cycle, but they will fora a positive space charge 



in the vicinity of the negative conductor (16,17,18). 

The presence of this inner posittve space charge accounts 

for irny polarity effects found in connection with ac 

conductor corona, 

The ever present positive space charge causes a 

very abrupt rise in ionization current during the nega- 

tivo half cycle but does not cause s similar sudden 

change in current durin the positive half cycle. Radio 

interference therefore only occurs during the negative 

half cycle for smooth polished conductor and weathered 

cables (18). 

As the inner positive space charge shields the 

negative conductor, the extent of both the ionizing 

gradient and the outside corona boundary will be much 

more limited on the negative than on the positive half 

cycle. The boundary of the outer negative space charge 

under the action of the inner positive space charge 

field should be more definite than the corresponding 

boundary of the positive space charge on the positive 

half cycle. This condition is furter verified by 

Wi11ia experimental results (32) which indicated that 

the positive space charge boundary was more diffused 

than the negativo. 

The instantaneous corona starting potentials are 

influenced by the space charges. The inner positive 
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sqce citre formed durth the nejative half cycle will 
survive when the applied potential becomes positive and 

will reduce the influence of the outer residual negative 

space charge on the gradient around the conductor. The 

instantaneous applied potential necessarr to initiate 

positive corona will therefore be increased as compared 

wIth that required to in:ttiate ne'ative corona. 

The Component Parts 01 The Corona Current 

Prior to the corona foniation, as the leakage 

current between the conductor and ground plane is of 

negligible amount, the current in the high voltare 

circuit is essentially the nornal capacitance charging 

current, resulting from a transfer of the surface 

charge between the two electrodes and loading the applied 

potential by 900. 

iiergy taken from the high voltage circuit In any 

quarter cycle will return to the circuit in the next 
quarter cycle so that there is no loss In this condenser 

arrangement. 

iIben the corona does appear, a a result of the 

cumulative ionlzstion by collisions and the motion of 

the space charges thus formed, additional current termed 

the corona current will flow in the high voltage circuit. 
A certain amount of power will be taken from the high 



voltae circuit to supply the losses that occur in 

various forms in the corona discharge. 

?rom the nature of the ionization and space charges 

as previously discussed, two components of corona cur- 

rent can be recognized: 

1. The Ionization Current 

As has been mentioned, the cariïors produced in 

the corona discharge, having a polarity opposite to 

that of the conductor, will be attmcted toward the 

conductor. Most of these carriers will roach the con- 

ductor and on reaching it will be neutralized by ac- 

quiring electrons from the conductor if they are positive 

ions and by being conducted away if they are negative 

electrons. It is the flow of these carriers which 

constitute the ionization component of the corona 

current. 

After corona has boon established, at the first 

instant of corona formation on successive half cycles, 

there is a sudden burst of ionization which brings this 

component of corona current into existence so rapidly 

that it will cause a sudden rise in the time-corona 

current wave or in the voltae corona current cyologram. 

While the applied instantaneous potential is increasing, 

this ionization current will be reduced very much. At 

a certain point on the falling part of the potential 
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wave, when the resu1tart potential radiont surrounding 

the conduetor falls below the value necossarj for nialn- 

tathing the corona, the corona discharge and hence the 

ionization current will stop, leaving only the residual 

ion current in the high voltage circuit as will be dia- 

cussed in the following section, 

2. The Sace Charge Current 

Unlike the bound suríaco charge, the space charge is 

free to move with respect to the conductor. As it noves, 

it will change the relative amount of its flux toward the 

conductor and the ground plane. This is equivslorit to a 

flow of induced negativo charge in the high voltage cir- 

cuit which constitutes the induction space charge current, 

Further investigation of this induction current 

shows that It is the sum of several components due to 

different space charge noving in different directions. 

on the positive half cycle, it is the resultant of the 

øut-gothg motion of the positive space charges (includ- 

ing the newly Cornied positive space charge and the re- 

sidual inner positive apace charge) and the returning 

motion of the residual negativo space cbare. On the 

negative half cycle, .t is the resultant of outgoing mo- 

tiori of the negativo space charges and the returning mo- 

tion of positive space charges. Any recolnbinRtion be- 

tween the outgoing apace charge of one sign nd the 



roturning apace charge of opposite sign will tend to 

reduce the net magnitude of this induction space charge 

current. As the chance of recombination is expected to 

be greater rear the crest of the potential wave, the 

induction space charge current will becone smaller as the 

potentisi crest is approached. 

When the conductor to plane spacing is ardall, some 

of the ions in the space charge may reach the ground 

plane wider the action of conductor and space charge 

fields, These ions carrIed over to the ground plane 

result in the conduction space charge current. Th±s 

conduction current will become more and more incortant 

in the total corona current as the spacing is reduced 

or a the frequency is decreased, since under those con- 

ditions the space charge has less distance or more tino 

to travel toward the ground plane. 

Upon the assumption that tio space charge functions 

to chock the increase in potential gradient surrounding 

the conductor beyond a value nocessarr for maintaining 

the corona discharge, it is observed that during the 

part of the potential wave while the corona discharge 

is maintained, any loss of the space charge in the fo 

of conduction current will require the foirìation of 

more paco charge surrounding the conductor to compen- 

sate for this loss. The total corona current will 



therefore be increased by the presence of the conduc- 

tion current. This fact ir.aices the corona current 

increase at a greater rate at close spacings with other 

controlling conditions unchanged. 

From the nature of the corona current so far con- 

sidered, it is evident that it would be inpossiblo to 

separate the ionization and t.e space charge current 

from the total corona current during the period of the 

appearance of the corona discharge except t the first 

instant of bursting corona discharge at which the sud- 

den increase of circuit current is due to the ionization 

current only. Furthermore, since the rato of the in- 

crease of ionization current and the magnitude of the 

induction space charge current become smeller as the 

crest of t:ìe potential is approached, the maximum corona 

current will not occur right at the crest of the potential 

wave but at a point between the crest and the corona 

starting point. For small spacings, the in-phase con- 

duction current nay become large enough to shift 

the crest of the corona current practically to the 

crest of the potential wave. 

After passing the crest of the potential waite, 

the corona discharge may stIll continue but the Ioni- 

zation becomes so weak that the total corona current 



will be subject to a ßreater reduction. At the point 

when the corona diBeharge extinguishes, the ionization 

will atop, leaving only the residual space ehar;e cur- 

rent in the circuit. 
The sign of this residual space charge current 

is determined primarily b: the motion of the equiva- 

lent boundary of the space charge. For the larger 

spacings and higher frequencies the main boundary of 

the space charge may be so near the conductor that the 

increasing reversed field on the falling part of 

the potential wave will overtake sorne of the space 

charge ions and cause them to flow back toward the 

conductor. The result is that the residual space 

charge current reverses before the applied potential 

is reversed. On the other iand, if the spacings are 

small and if the frequencies aro low, the main space 

charge boundary will be so close to the ground plane 

that the diffusion and loss to the ground plane will 

continue even though the applied potential has been 

reversed. i'he result is that the residual space 

charge current will not reverse with the reversal of 

the applied potential. 



EXPERThENTAL INVESTIGATION 

1ethod8 Of Study 

Early In 1904, ïÉyan (2) used the cathode-ray 

oscillograph for studying the corona phenomena. In 

1913, Bennett (1) rrìade m osci11oraph1c study of 

corona by ernp1oyin a three winding inverted current 

transformer to balance out the normal charging cur- 

rent and amplify the 8mall corona current sufficiently 

for the operation of an oscillograph vibrator. White- 

head and Inouye (11) used the rotat1n commutator 

method for deteruiinin the corona current wave form. 

A number of later investigators (,lO,l4,22,28) used 

either the cathode-rag oscilloraph or the Duddell 

o1ectromanetic oscillograph or both of them in naking 

such studies. ci.Ìllan iìade studies of radio Inter- 

ference associated with a-c conductor corona using the 

sare instruments and a brde circuit for balancing 
out the charging current in corona current measurement. 

For the present work, the cathode-ray oscillo- 
graph has been used with the corona current bridge 

to balance out the normal charging current which made 

it possible to record the corona current at full scale 

and obtain comprehensive information regardin,, the 

corona and space charge phenomena. 
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The general arran3einent of the equipment In making 

this study is shown in f1ure 4. The arrangement of the 

cathode-ray osci11oraphs, resistor3 for the bridge 

arms, caera and other important apparatus insdo the 

met1 shielding cace is shown in figure 5. The circuit 

used for this investigation is shown in figure 6. As 

will be described later, the horizontal deflector platos 

of the cathode-ray oscillo.;raph were connected directly 

to the double-pole double-throw switch in such a man- 

nor that with a single switching oporation, either the 

time-corona current wave or the voltage-corona current 

cyclograrn could readily be observed on tue fluorescent 

screen. Extensive observations have been ruade with 

the8e connections. From these observations it developed 

that cyclograms alone would furnish adequate informìtion 

regardin, the co rona charac tori s les ; the rofo re photo- 

graphic records were made of tie voltage-corona current 

cyclograms at various frequencies, conductor to plane 

spacings and applied potentials. Many of these cyclo- 

grams are reproduced in this paper to illustrate the 

results. Careful calibrations and measurenents wore 

made of each photographic film in order to express the 

results quantitatively. 
The equipment used, the details of carrying on the 



lIGURE 4 

iIGH-VOLTAG] TRANSFORMER AND CORONA CURRENT BRIDGE 
$ 



FIGURE 5 
O) 

CORONA CURRENT BRIDGE EQUIPENT AND CANERA IN THE SHIELDING CAGE 
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experimental 1nvestiation and making the quantitative 

analyses will be de3cribed in the succeeding paragraphs. 

Description Of Important Apparatus 

lo High Voltage Transformer 

The high voltage transformer used was a eneral 

Jlectric Type K, orin Ev, 10 kv-a, 60 cycle, 110/220- 

110,000 volt testing transformer. During the investì- 

gation, the two low voltage windings were connected in 

parallel to the source of supcly except for the tests 

at 40..eycle frequency for which it W& found necessary 

to connect the windings in series to reduce the current 

and improve the wave forr. The transformer was equipped 

with a voltmeter coil having a nominal ratio of i to 

1,000 with the high voltage winding. This ratio was 

checked experinental1y and round to be satisfactory 

for representing the ratIo of crest potentials within 

the frequency and potential range investigated. 

2. Corona Current Bridge 

The corona current bridge used in this investi- 

gation is the same as that used by Professor i. O. 

:vci11an in investigating radio interference from 

conductor corona. The successful performance of this 

brid&e was fully Investigated by him in the paper 

"oìne Jharacter1stics of A-C Conductor Gorona.t The 



two high potential azîs consist of' the capacitances of 

two conductors 2.02 meters long to the insu1ted plates 

of the two special sheet metal planes. The spacing 

between each conductor and its planes was nado adjustable 

and ontioly Independent of each other. One conductor 

is the No. 10 copper conductor used in this investi;ation 

and the other is a corona free conductor made of a well 

polished half inch galvanized iron pipe with a finished 

outside dianeter of 0.835 inch. 

Each sot of metal planos was constnicted with five 

plates of 24 sage galvanized iron on a 3/8 inch galvani- 

zed iron pipo frame The dimension and arrangement of 

one set of these plates are shown in figure 7. They 

were supported on oil impregnated naple strips which were 

in turn supported on lacquered douglas tir frames. The 

end plates and the top and bottom plates of the center 

sections were all grounded to form parts of the neutral 

planes and to shield the central plates. The two ceri- 

tral plates were connected through two identical re- 

sistors to round. These resistors have small time 

constants and can be adjusted to any value from O to 

2 megohms. They form the other two arms of the corona 

current bridge. As shown in figure 6, if the two re- 

sistors and theIr connection leads aro entirely free 
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from stray capacitance, the condition of balance can 

easily be shown as R1C1 = R202. Fecause of the un- 

avoidable unequal stray capacitances, it was found 

neoessar7 to connect a siall variable capacitor C3 

across R1 in order to obtain a per:ect balance of the 

bridge. 

3. Cathode-Ray Oscillograph 

A Du Mont Type 175-A cathode-ray oscilloraph was 

used in this ìnvestiation. Direct connections to the 

deflector plates wore emnloyed eliminating all coupling 

circuits inside the case of the cathode-ray oscillo- 

graph. The connections to the cathode-ray oscilloraph 

aro shown in figure 6. The texiina1s of the resIstance 

arits on the ground plane side were connected directly 

to the vertical deflector plates throuCh a double- 

polo single-throw switch. The horizontal deflector 

plates were connected to the desired input terminals 

through a double-pole double-throw switch. Wen this 

switch was closed in one position, the horizontal do- 

flector plates wore connected to the voltmeter coil of 

the hih-voltae transformer through a balanced circuit 

consisting of an Instrument transformer, two resistance 

dividers and a positioning battery. The above connection 

provided a means of obtaining vOltage-corona current 

cyolorans. hen this switch was closed In the other 
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position, the horizontal deflector plates were connected 

to the sweep circuit inside the cathode-ray oscillograph. 

An external potential from another instrwent transformer 

connected to the voitmetor coil was used ta synchronize 

the sweeping operation and obtain a ststionary pattern 

of the time variation of the corona current. 

Because of the direct connection to the deflector 

platee, no ct-c positioning voltage waa ava1able there- 

fore a dry battery with a 19.5 volt tap was used for 

positioning the horizontal beam. No d-c positioning 

voltage was necessary in the circuit for the vertical 

deflector plates. 

To avoid spurious deflections duo to the high 

voltage fields in the vicinity, tile cathode-ray oscillo- 

graph, the resistor arms and other reasuring apparatus 

were set inside a metal shielding cago. Both the metal 

shielding cage and the case of cathode-ray osci1loraph 

were grounded. 

Sources Of Variable Frequency Supply 

One of the difficulties of investigating corona 

characteristics at various frequencies and applied po- 

tentials is to maintain the wave form of the source of 

supply undistorted through the whole range of the 

n 



investigation. In the prelininary study, it was found 

that the wave foii ot the source of supply affected 

the corona current pattern materially. A slight dis 

tortion of the potential wave would result in a promi- 

nent hump on the corona current wave To avoid errors 

caused by the source wave forn distortion, it was 

nocessary to provide wave form correction. 

Before the formation of the corona discharge, the 

potential wave of the source of supply might contain 

high order tooth harmonics of such small magnitude that 

they could just be detected from the oscìllogram. Xlow- 

ever, the charging current due to these high harmonies 

was so magnified that they made it impossible to obtain 

a perfect balance of the bridge circuit. This was 

indicated by the non-uniformity both in intensity and 

in width of the horizontal potential trace on the 

screen of the cathode-ray oscillograph. This kind of 

distortion was readIly ronioved by loadth' the maohthe 

and thus smoothing out the tooth harmonies. 

When the applied potential Is greater than the 

critical corona potential, a varying amount ol' corona 

and loss will occur during a given part of each half 

cycle. Also the conducting corona varies the effectIve 

diameter of the conductor snd hence its capacity. 

'4 



These phenomena cause the eurrent to deviato f rm the 
3Inusoida]. wave fott of the applied potentIal. The 

current therefore contains haxtoniee of which the third 

13 the rost prominent (21). If the machine impedance 

combIned with the transfoiner impedance is relatively 

high, the drop due to these haonIc currents will 

result in a dIstortion of the applied potential wave. 

Furthermore, the sudden rise of the corona current, 

though bein small in inagitude, will introduce an in- 

stantaneous reactance drop large enough to cause a hu'p 

both on the applied potential and on the corona current 

wave, To mInimIze the above distortions, it is necessary 

to select a source of low impedance and load it to such 

an extent that the drop duo to the carona current he- 

comes insiificant, 

Tests were made on several a-c machines in the 

laboratory and for each machIne every possible combIna- 

tian of connections of the stator windings was tried and 

the wave fonii examined. It was found that either the 

induction frequency converter or the sine wave harmonic 

generators would produce satisfactory wave form8. Be- 

cause of the limited capacity of the sIne wave harmonic 

;enerators, the induction frequency convertor was used 

extensively as the source of variable frequency supply. 

The induction frequency converter was a General 



Electric a-c generator, Type AFIB - 7.5 kw, 220 volt and 

1,200 rpm. The rotor used was a wound rotor induction 

notor type and the machine was driven by a westinghouse 

rjyp0 SK, 25 hp. compound wound d-c motor aainst the 

direction of the stator rotating magnetic field. It was 

found necessary to connect the stator in delta to obtain 

good wave foxi. The variable frequency source was de- 

rived from the slip rinrs of the driven rotor. 

To obtain a good wave form in the higher potential 

range, it was found necessary to load the frequency 

converter either with a properly adjusted three-phase 

lamp bank or with a single-phase bank of capacitors 

connected across the terminals suptlying the low-voltage 

windings of the high-voltage transforrer. Loading the 

machine with the bank of capacitors had the disadvantage 

of somoties causing the whole system to oscillate due 

to a sudden reduction in stator voltage. Therefore, the 

wave fonu correction finally used was obtained by load- 

ing the induction frequency converter with a three- 

phase lamp bank. The load was adjusted for each con- 

dition to give the best wave form as shown by another 

cathode-ray oscillograph connected across the trarisfomer 

voltmeter coil. 

In the preliminary study, the stator of the induction 



frequency corwerter wa excited by a 7.5 kv-a constant 

speed alternator. Variable frequency was obtained by 

changing the speed of the frequency converter driving 

motor. 

With such an arrangement, it was found that for 

certain frequencies, the coron8 current pulsated up and 

down around the rîaxiinum values and for other frequencies, 

the entire pattern would be subject to oscillation. 

These phenonena were first thouLht to be duo to the ir- 

relarity of the corona discharge on the conductor 

which caused the cyclograms not to be identical on suc- 

cessivo cycles. Through an extensive investiation, 

the cause was finally traced to the nagnetic circuits 

of the supply machines. then the rotor of the induction 

frequency converter was run 8ynchronously against the 

direction of the stator rotating magnetic field, the 

entire pattern would become stationary. For this reason, 

the stator of the induction frequency convertor wes 

excited by another alternator having the same number of 

poles and variable frequency was obtained by changing 

the speed of both the frequency converter and the ex- 

citing alternator keeping bath machines at exactly the 

same speed. For example, a supply of 100 ccles was 

obtained by rnnning the two machines at 1,000 rpm. The 

frequencies of 60, 80, 120, 140 and 160 cycles were 
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derived br ujig tile iîathines at 600, 800, 1,200, 

1,400, and 1,600 rpi. 

For the 40-cyciG power supply, the only atisfao- 

tory ouree was the rundazriental enerator of e. sine 

wave harmonic enorator sot. It w&s found necessary to 

connect this fundamental generator in delta with the 

high-voltae transformer across one phase. Tue two 

transformer low-voltage windins were connoctad in 

ssrie$ at this particular frequency to reduce the load 

current on the alternator. The wvo fo correction 

was obtained by adding a capacitor bank in parallel 

with the generator and the high-voltage transformer. 

The voltage ratin' of the Í'unUaienta1 generator limits 

the investigation at this frequency to about 60 kilo- 

volts effective. 

To obtain a more stable potential supply, the 

fields of the exciting a1toiator and the fundamental 

generator were excited from a storage batterj. 

The frequency of the source of supply was oasured 

by measuring the speed of the machines with an electric 

tachometer. The electric tachometer was checked with 

a vibration reed type frequency meter over the frequency 

range of 40 to 80 cycles and was found to be accurate. 



Laboratory Procedure8 

In the laboratory, the No. 10 copper conductor to 
be tested and the corona free conductor were first strung 
in ploco. The tension arid the spacing in front of the 
ground planes were then properly adjustod. The diameter 
of the tested conductor was measured with a vernier 
micrometer at different points along the conductor. 
As the conductor to be tested has boon used for a long 

period, constant polishing and stretching have reduced 

its diameter and the diameter was not exactly uniform 

over the entire length. However, the diameter was 

uniform at 0.248 centi:eter along the section in front 
of the central ground plane and increased gradually to 

0.249 centimeter at each end. As the central section 
was the active part in the experimental investigation, 

the slight increase in diameter at the ends did not 
affect the results obtained. 

The conductors were polished carefully with a oo- 

merciai liquid metal polish and rubbed vigorously with 

the clean tissue. These operations wore followed by 

polishin with a clean cloth until no discoloration 

could be detected on the cloth. The spacings in front 

of the ground planes were checked after polishing. 
The polishing process was repeated when the tests 
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were continued over a period of more than three hours. 

After the conductors were poliahod, special care was 

taken to avoid contarinating or touching them. 

To make sure that the conductor sufsoe conditions 

were uniform during the experimental invc3tigations, 

the conductor under test was always operated in corona 

for about ton minutes at an applIed potential of 
Ö 

to 

7 kv effective above the critical value after each 

polishing arid before any observations or recoxs were 

taken. This procedure was especially iiportent for 

detennining the critical corona potential. 

It was impractical to measure the temperature of 

the air inunediately adjacent to the conductor. llowever, 

a thermometer was hung at a position near the conduc- 

tar an1 convenient for taking readings of the air tern- 

perature. The dry bulb temperature and the barometric 

pressure were taken at the beginning and. end of each 

observation. The wet bulb teniporature was taken at 

intervals of about three hours. The average humidity 

was then calculated b using the relative humidity from 

a pschrometric chart and the absolute humidity from a 

curvo for air at 100 per cent saturation and unity 

relative air dcnsity. 



1. Deterninat1on of The Critical Corona 1-otentia]. 

The critical corona potential was detennined at 

various frequencies from 40 to 160 cycles for each con- 

duotor to plane spacing. The spacin&s useU wore 7.5, 15, 

30, 45, and 60 centimeters respectively. In every case, 

the critical corona potential was taken as that applied 

potential at which the corona current trace first began 

to appear on the fluorescent screen of the cathode ray 

oscillograph. This critical corona potential was checked 

by observation in total darkness and it was found that 

when the corona current began to appear on the oscillo- 

graph, a unifoii visual corona glow and a hissing noise 

could be detected simultaneously. 

The applied potential was gradually increased from 

zero up to the critical potential. After noting this po- 

tential, the applied potential was again reduced to zero 

and. the operation was repeated. The readings were not re- 

corded until three successive identical readings were ob- 

tamed. In no case, were successive readings found to 

vary more than one per cent for the same conditions. 

Four complete sets of crltical corona potential 

data have been taken over a period of about four months. 

These data when corrected to unity relative air density 

(25° C and 760 tim. of Hg.) were found to chock closely. 

The critical corona potentials tabulated in Tables 
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2 to G of Appendix II were taken on two successive days 

under approximately the same relative air densitj and 

absolute humidity conditions. 

2. Proceduzes in Taking and Analyzing photographic 

Records of The Voltage-Corona Current Cyc1ogram 

The photographic records of voltage-corona current 

cyclorama were taken with a short toca1-lenth canera. 

The camera was fixed in a position to give a sharp irage 

of approximately the sae size as that on the fluores- 

cent screen of the cathode-ray oscillograph. The po- 

larities used on the cathode-ray oseillograph deflector 

plates caused the cathode beam to trace the cyclogram 

in a clockwise direction. VJith resrect to the center 

of the cyclogram, the horizontal deflections to the 

right and left were produced by potentials proportional 

to the respective positive and negative conductor po- 

tentials; the vertical deflections above and below the 

center wore produced by potentials proportional to the 

respective positive and negative conductor corona cur- 

rent. Maximum potentials and currents were represented 

by the extremities of the horizontal and vorttcal 

doflections respectively. 

The camera and the cathode-ray oscillograph were 

enclosed in a light proof cover so that photographic 

records could be taken in daylight. 
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With proper £ocuin and intensity of the cathode 

ray beam, a series of exposures were taken with differ- 

ent combination of aperture and exposure timo. The 

combination finally used was a 6. aperture and a i/io 

second exposure time. 

After carefully poiishiri the conductor and ex- 

posin; it to corona about IO minutes, the resIstance 

h2 O tlìe bridge ciroult was first set at a value to 

ive the desired current senstivity. The resIstance 

l and the shunting capacitor O were then adjusted 

at a potential just below the critical corona value 

to balance out the norma]. charging current. The per- 

fectl balanced condition was indicated by the uni- 

formity both in intensity and in width of the horizon- 

tal potential trace. The sensitivity of the horizontal 

potential trace was chanced to the desired value by 

chancing the potentiometer settings across the Instru- 

ment transformer. 

Each photographic record of the cyclogram required 

three exposures. The first exposure was to obtain the 

entire pattern; the second exposure with the vertical 

deflector platos discomected from the bridge was to 

obtain the horizontal potential line while the third 

exposure with the source dIsconnected was to obtain the 
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zero point of the cyclograin. Since the second exposures 

were in some eases taken too quickly fo11ow1riç the first 
exposure to permit the beam to return to zero current 

deflection, the zero point taken on the third exposure 

did not coincide ex.Rctly with the horizontal potential 

line in some oyclo!rars. The zero point, however, was 

always used as the reference for measuring maximui 

current. 

The followin several series of cyolograms were 

recorc3ed lDhotoraphically during the investl,ation: 

The first series was taken at a conductor to plane 

spacthr of 30 eentineters. They were photographed to 

illustrato the effect of applied potentials on the 

corona and space charge phenonena at various freauencies 

ranging from 40 to 160 cycles. For the first few cvclo- 

grars at 160 cycles, a d-c potential was applied to 

raise the horizontal potential line and zero point 

above the center of the cyclograrn to avoid coverinF:: the 

corona tart1 ... ng points on the cycloram, hence they are 

not in their norxial positions. This iethod of separation 

was foun.d to be unsatisfactory because it rade it dit- 
ficult to measu:e the iaximum current values. Therefore, 

lt was discontinued for all other cyclograns. 

The cyclorams taken at 30-centin7eter spacing are 

shown In f iures 11, 17, and 18 and all of them have 
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the saine potential and current sensitivities. 

To compare the influence of spacing and frequency 

0x1 the corona characteristics with the sanie value of 

excess applied potential above the critical va1ue, the 

second series of cyo1ograns was taken at 35.2 kilo- 

volta crest above the respective crest 60-cycle critical 

corona potentials for spacings of 15, 45, and 60 

centimeters. At each spacing, the frequencies were 

varied froxui 60 to 160 cycles. These cyclograms 

are shown in figures 12 and 13. 

The third series of cyclogranis was taken after the 

second series, but at an apçlied potential that caused 

the negative corona to start at zero instantaneous 

conductor potential. Because the applied potentials 

for the above condition wore above the spark-over po- 

tentials for 60 and 80 cycles at lE centimeters spacing, 

a complete series of cyclograms for this spacing could 

not be taken. The cyolograms for 45- and 60-centimeter 

spacings under this condition are shown in figures 3.4 

and. 19. 

The potential and current sensitivities were in- 

creased in the cyclograms taken in the second and third 

serios over those used in the first series. These 

increases in sensitivity were nade to obtain large 



cyclograms and therefore greator accuracy and more detail 

in the various phenomena. 

To investigate the condItions near the critical 

corona potential, a tbLrth series of cyclograrns were taken 

at a spacing of 7.5 centimeters with applied potentials 

slightly above the critical values at various frequencies. 

These oyclograms are shown in figure 8. 

The photographic f i1.s of the cyclograms were 

analyzed by superimposing them on an accurate rectangular 

coordinate paper having millimeter divisions. The road- 

ings were obtained by using a three power magnifying 

glass. The crest applied potentI]. was rreasured from 

the conter of the pattern to the center of the extremity 

of the potential lino. The instantaneous corona start- 

Ing potentials were measured from the same reference 

point to the points where the cyclograius show that the 

corona current starts. The maximum currents were 

measured vertically from the center point to the centers 

of the maximum current deflections in the positive and 

negative directions. The initial abrupt riso of nega- 

tive corona ouvrent was measured from the center of 

the beam at the point whore the noative corona starts 

to the center of the beam whore the abrupt riso in 

corona current stops as Indicated by the sudden change 



in the slope of the cc1oram trace. 

All mea3urod data were recorded first in mliii- 

motors of deflection and. then changed to actual values 

of potentials and currents ornploing the proper cali- 

bration values determined t the time the cclorams 

were made The final results are tabulated in Appendix 

II. Those results are also shown graphically in the 

various curves contained in this paper. 

5, Deterination of High Voltage indinZ to Voltinoter 

Coil Ratio 

Conplete calibration data for determining the high 

voltage winding to voltmeter coil ratio covering the 

entire range of frequencies and applied potentIals were 

taken at a conductor to ground piane spacing of 30 

centimeters by using a 12.5-centimeter sphere gap. The 

results show that this ratio ranged from 985 at 60 

cycles to 1030 at 160 cycles, 1f the calibration 

based on the effective potentials. If it was calcu- 

lated on the ratio of crest potentials, it is equal to 

the nominal ratio of 1000 to i for the entire range of 

frequencies. The crest potential across the voltmeter 

coil was found by multiplying the measured crest applied 

potential on the cathode-ray oscillograph screen ex- 

pressed In millimeters by the calibration dat for the 

sinusoidal wave expressed in crest kilovolts per 
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rnlllixiieter deflection. 

The above re3ults indIcate that the wave foi from 

the voltmeter coil Is a good reproducttori of that from 

the high voltage winding of the transformer. The po- 

tontial wave form from the frequency convorter wa $light- 

ly peaked at the higher frequencie8 from 100 to 160 cycles. 

The 4O-cyele wave form which carne from another riachine, 

was also slightly more peaked than a sine wave. 

The crest factors at each frequency were c1cu- 

lated from the following relation: 

r.m.s, volts oer deflection for sinusoidal wave 
s. vo sper ram. ôTlècton foraetua1 wave 

These crest factors were checked for the other 

spacings used and were found to be satisfactory. 

Table 1 of Appendix Ii gives the crest factors both 

near the Qritical corona potential and averaged 

through the whole range of potentials used. The 

former were used for correcting the critical corona 

potentiala from the voltmeter readings to kv crest 

values while the latter are given to show approxiriatoly 

the wave forms used. 

Critical Corona Observations 

The conditions near the critical corona potential 

can not be shown as well by photographic records as they 



can be by direct vIua1 obaerwitlon on the fluoreaoent 

screen of the s.thod6-ra oec111Oraph. 3uch visual 

oberîations showod thit the critical corona potential 

was so distinct that vor 1ight increase in the 

applied potential would cause the sudden apperance of 

corona currents. The reduction in the instantaneous 

corona starting potentials below the crest critiol po- 

tential due to the preseace of the corona discharge was 

greater than the increase of the applied crest potential 

above the creit critical value. Furthermore, when the 

applied potential was increed beyond the critical value 

and then decreased, the corona would in general not 

stop at the initial critical value but at a potential 

of from one to three per cent lower than the critical 

value. The critical corona potential, however, was very 

definite if it was detexnined by gradually increasing 

the applied potential from the zero value. 

Since the corona formation was very sensitive to 

the applied potential near the critical value, a slight 

variation in applied potential which could not be de- 

tected in the volt:eter reading would cause an appreci- 

able change in either the tizie-corona current wave 

form or the voltage-corona current eclograL:. These 

patterns were therefore very unstable at an applied 



potential 113ht1y above the crit1o1 value. When the 

&ppllcd potent1). w held comtant t icre thrn 2.5 

kilovolts crest ove the critical value, th nia1tude 

of the positive current became constant while the 

negntve curont rexnainod very erratic until the applied 

potential was increased to f irn ten to twenty kilovolts 

crest above the critical value. 

For the saiie rance of applied potential ifl which the 

neat1ve corona current was erratic, the initial ataupt 

riso of the negative current and the irregularities on 

the negative current wave fon wore very pronent a 

shown by the increasing rnanitudes of both the oscilla- 

tions following the initial burst in negative current 

and the superimposed higi frequency ripples. 

During the detexiination of' the critical corona 

potential, the pO8itiVe corona current was observed to 

appear on the fluorescent screen slightly before the 

negative current. 

This phenomenon became more pronounced as the con- 

ductor to plane spacin; was decrosed. The difference 

in positive and negative critical corona potential, 

however, could not b3 road on the voltmeter except at 

7.5 centimeters spacing. At that spacing and at a 

frequency of SO cycles, an apprecIable amount of positive 

corona current would flow (about 20 microamperes maximum 
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per meter or conductor) before the negative current 

could be detected. For tho above conditions, the nega- 

tive critical corona potential was found to be 0.35 

kilovolt r..s. greater than the poBitive critical po- 

tential as deterained by voitheter reading8. At 

bigker frequencies, this phenomenon was loss pronounced 

and. the difference in the positive and negative critical 

corona potentials became almost indistinguishable at 

160 cycles. 

To illustrate the conditions near the critical 

corona potential photographically, the cyclograma taken 

at a conductor to plano spacing of 7.5 centimeters are 

shown in figure 8. The greater magnitude of the positive 

than the negative current at low applied potentials is 

apparent in this figure especially at low frequencies. 

This phenomenon will be discussed in more detail later. 

As shown previously, the potential waves used at 

various frequencIes were not exactly sinusoidal. To 

consIder the slight wave Lonn deviations, the critical 

corona potentials, determined by voltmeter readings and 

calibrated against the laboratory voltmeter standard, 

were expressed in crest kilovolts by employing the 

experimentally deterrined crest factors near the critical 

conditions. Those crest critical corona potentials 
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were again corrected to unity relative air density which 

was taken for the conditions of 25 degrees centigrade 

temperature and 760 millimeters of mercury atmospheric 

pressure. 

To compare the effect of the conductor to plane 

spacing, the conductor surface gradients corresponding 

to the critical corona potentials were calculated by the 

formula: 

where 

g 
E0 kilovolts crest por centimeter 

r lii 2s 
Il 

critica]. corona potential in kilovolts 

crest to the ground plano 

r radius of the conductor in centimeters. 

s conductor to plane spacing in centimeters. 

All of the above results are tabulated in Tables 

2 to 6 in Appendix II. The results corrected to unity 

relative air density aro plotted in figures 9 and 10. 

From f1io 9, it is seen that the cr±tical corona po- 

tentials, for all spacings used in this investigation, 

decrease with increasing frequency. The percentage 

reduction of the critical corona potential at 160 cycles 

with respect to 60 cycles depends on the spacing used 

and it increases as the spacing is decreased. The 



FIGURE 9 

CHANGE OF CRITICAL CORONA POTENTIALS WITH FREQUENCY 

AT DIFFERENT CONDUCTOR TO GROUND PLANE SPACINGS 
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FIGURE IO 

CHANGE OF CONDUCTOR SURFACE GRADIENT AT THE CRITICAL 

CORONA FORMATION POTENTIAL FOR VARIOUS FREQUENCIES 
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reductions round at various spacings sr 3.7 per cent at 

60 centImeters specing, 4.42 per cent at 45 centImeters 

spacing, 5.6'7 per cent at 30 ceritimetrs BpacIng 6.17 

per cent .t 15 centineters 3pacing, and 6.71 per cent at 

7.5 centimeters spacing. Prom figure 10, 1t Is seen 

that the conductor surface radienta at the critical 

corona formation are greater at 7.5 centimeters than 

at 60 centiraoters spacing for all frequencies Investi- 

gated. The Increase In surface gradient is 3.31 per 

cent at 60 cycles and becomes insignificant t 160 cycles. 

A calculation from equation 10 shown under 

the Mechanism of Corona Discharge yields a crItical 

surface gradient of 55.7 kilovolt3 crest per centimeter 

for No. 10 copper conductor at unity relatIve air density. 

This value is in close agreement with the experinenta1 

data for a frequency of 60 cycles and a spacIng of 60 

centimeters at unIty relative air density. For other 

frequencies and spacings, the results obtained are in 

general different from those given by Peek's equation 

10. The results obtained are, however, In good agree- 

rient with the conclusions reached in the Theoretic1 

Investigation of thIs paper. 

Cyclogram Study 0f Corona Characteristics 

i On The Nature of The Corona Forraation and Instan- 

taneous Corona Starting Potentials 
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More than one hundred and twentr photographie recorda 

of voltao-corona current cyclograrns were taken during 

thé Investigation. Ali of these records 3how a conmion 

charactrîstic that the corona discharge form8 much more 

abruptly ori the rteative than on the posItive h&lf cycle. 

The front of the negative corona current Is so steep 

that it leaves a vei faint trace or in some Instances 

no trace on the photographie f ilius; on the other hand, 

there is always a distinct trace of the positivo wave 

front which is the conclusive evidence that the riso in 

positive corona current i rore gradual than the neatIve. 

This phenonenon was first observed b Bennett (1) early 

In 1913 and was further confirned by icMIllan (18) who 

found olectrorcanetic radiation eiuitting from the con- 

ductor in corona. This electromagnetic radiation which 

is responsible for causing radio interference only occurs 

on a certain part of the negative half cycle for 

suooth polished conductors and weathered cables. 

A closer examination of all cyelorans shows that 

the abrupt nature of the initial negative current rise 

is more prominent at lower than at higher applied po- 

teritials. The evidence of this condition in the photo- 

graphic records is the presence of the negative current 

oscillations Í'ol1owin; the first burst of the negative 
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current. These oscillations appear in 11 cyc1orarûs in 

riure 11 but becone less pronounced at the higher tpplied 

potentials. 

thin the frsquene rance investigated, the rbìut: 

xìturo of the negativo current rise appears to be less 

at the hiher frequencies. The effect o' frequency, 

however, iß related to the conductor to plane spacing 

used and is less pronounced when the spaeing is large. 

At cicso spacings and With sufficient1r high applied 

potentials, the effect of frequency is appront. The 

cclograiis for 1 centimeters spacing in figure 12 show 

the eistonee oi. vex'y pronounced negative current oscil- 

lations at 60 cycles which disappear essentially at 160 

c cies. 

The iiìportance of the specing in detorminin the 

natre of the inItial neativo current rise is further 

shown by the following observatIons. The presence of 

an abrupt rise of negative current, thouh niuch less 

pronounced, could be seen on the fluorescent screen at 

applied potenti.ls near the critical values and at 

60 contimetezs spacing. However, for higher applied 

potentials, the cyclograxs in figures 13 and 14 show 

that the initial burst of the negative current has such 

a low rste of rise that it is impossible to raeasure an 
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initial abipt nao of noCativo current. The above 

observed phenomena are further supported br the curves 

in figures 15 and 16. Data for f1ure 15 are tabulated 

in Tables 7 to 13 and those for figure 16 In Table 14 

in Appendix II. From these figures, it can be shown 

that the percentage of the initial abrupt riso of nega- 

tive current wIth respect to the raaxirnum negative current 

decrea3o both with an increase in frequency and an 

1ncreae In applied potential. The slopes of these cur- 

ves in genera]. become less as the frequency and the 

applied potential increase. This latter observation is 

also true in figure 16 even for the frequency range of 

120 to 160 cycles if the rapid increase in total corona 

current In this frequency range is taken Into account. 

The cyclograms In figure 11 also show conclusive 

evidences of the effect of space charge. They indicate 

vexy clearly how the Instantaneous corona starting po- 

tentials are affected by the applied potentials at 

various frequencies For the sano spacing, frequency 

and other controlling conditions, as the applied po- 

tertia1s aro increased, the accumulation of space charges 

surrounding the conductor becomes greater and greater so 

that the space charge fields will become more important 

in determining the instantaneous applied potentials 
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FIGURE 15 

INITIAL ABRUPT RISE OF NEGATIVE CORONA 

CURRENT FOR VARIOUS FREQUENCIES 

NO. IO POLISHED COPPER CONDUCTOR C RADIUS 0.124 CM) 

SPACED 30 CENTIMETERS FROM GROUND PLANE 
I-- ______________ z 
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FIGURE 16 

INFLUENCE OF FREQUENCY ON THE 

INITIAL ABRUPT RISE OF NEGATIVE CORONA CURRENT 

AT VARIOUS CONDUCTOR TO GROUND PLANE SPACINGS 

NO. IO POLISHED COPPER CONDUCTOR (RAD$US=O.124 CM ) 

APPLIED POTENTIALS 35.2 KV CREST ABOVE 

THE 60-CYCLE CRITICAL CORONA POTENTIALS 
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at which corona discharges stiirt. 
As shown in the Thoorotical Investition, when the 

applied potentials are sufficiently hii, the corona will 

start t zero instantaneous applied potential or t an 

instantaneous applied potential in opposition to the 

corona formation, These phenomena are verified by cyclo- 

grams In fIres 14, 17, 18 and 19. Figures 17 and 18 

belong to the series of cyclograms in figure 11 taken 

at a conductor to plane spacing of 30 centimeters. The 

atmospheric conditions at each frequency, which are not 

shown in these two figures, are the same as those given 

in figure 11. 

The results of the analyses of the cyclograins for 

30 centImeters spacing are tabulated in Tables 7 to 13 

in Appendix II. The instantaneous corona starting po- 

tentlals for different applied potentials and various 

frequencies are shown graphically as curves 4 and 5 of 

figures 20 to 26 inolusive. These curves aro so plotted 

that a negative instantaneous corona starting potential 
nicans the formation of the corona at a potential of 

opposite polarity. From these curves, it is seen that 

after the critical corona potential is past, the nega- 

tive corona always starts at a lower instantaneous po- 

tential than the positive corona. This condition has 
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FIGURE 20 

CORONA CHARACTERISTIC CURVES AT 40 CYCLES 

NO. IO POLISHED COPPER CONDUCTOR (RADIUS 0.124 CM) 

SICEO 30 CM FROM GROUND PLANE 

RELATIVE AIR DENSITY 0.994 

ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY 7.4 GRAMS / CU. M. 
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FIGURE 21 

CORONA CHARACTERISTIC CURVES AT 60 CYCLES 

NO. IO POLISHED COPPER CONDUCTOR (RADIUS 0. 124 CM) 

SPACED 30 CM FROM GROUND PLANF, 

RELATIVE AIR DENSITY 0.9915 

ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY 7.86 GRAMS/ CU. M. 
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FIGURE 22 

CORONA CHARACTERISTIC CURVES AT 80 CYCLES 

NO. P. OHED COPPER CONDUCTOR (RAD)US=O.124 CM) 

SPACED 30 CM FROM GROUND PLANE 

RELATIVE AIR DENSITY 0.9875 

ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY 8.9 GRAMS/ CU.M. 
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FIGURE 23 

CORONA CHARACTERISTIC CURVES AT lOO CYCLES 

NO. IO POLISHED COPPER CONDUCTOR (RADIUS 0.124 CM) 

SPACED 30 CM FROM GROUND PLANE 

RELATIVE AIR DENSITY 0.993 
ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY 9.38 GRAMS I CU. M. 
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FIGURE 24 

CORONA CHARACTERISTIC CURVES AT 120 CYCLES 

NO. IO POLISHED COPPER CONDUCTOR (RADIUS :0.124 CM) 

SPACED 30 CM FROM GROUND PLANE 

RELATIVE AIR DENSITY 0.9976 

ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY I I. I GRAMS/ GU.M. 
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FIGURE 25 

CORONA CI-1ARACTERISTIC CURVES AT 140 CYCLES 

NO. IO POLISHED COPPER CONDUCTOR (RADIUS:O.124 CM) 

SPACED 30 CM FROM GROUND PLANE 

RELATIVE AIR DENSITY 0.9944 

ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY 9.62 GRAMS/ CU.M. 
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FIGURE 26 98 

CORONA CHARACTERISTIC CURVES AT 160 CYCLES 

NO. IO POLISHED COPPER CONDUCTOR (RADIuSO.I24 CM) 

SPACED 30 CM FROM GROUND PLANE 

RELATIVE AIR DENSITY 0.99 3 

ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY 10.5 GRAMS/CU.M. 
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been explained in the Theoretical Investigation as due 

priicipa11y to the proenee of an Inner poîtive space 

char;o duriu the negative hail' cycle which tends to 

reduce the potential gradient around the eonductor when 

it becoies positive. The instantaneous applied poteri- 

tial necessary to start poaltive corona is thererore 
increased. Within the ìoteritial range investigated, 
the difference in niagnitude8 ol' positive and negative 

corona starting potentials increase as the applied po- 

tential Is Increased. oreover, these curves also 

show that at h1ier applied potentials, the effect of 

the space charge is just sufficient to make the In- 
stantaxieous corona starting potential a linear funotlon 

of the applied crest potential. It is in this linear 
portionof the curves that the eek's equation 14 is 
applicable. However, the "leakage factor a" as de- 

fined by Peek will be different for each polarity and 

the equation must be modified as tollows: 
E0 - a ( Em - ) 

Here E must be f ourxd by ectonding the linear 
portion of each curve to intersect the horizontal line 
at a distance E0 above the abscissa. E thus found Is 

of course different for each positive and negative 

polarity and is less than E0. 
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The validity of' equation 14a for the linear portion 

of thc curve be 1oica11y exp1ined by considorin 

that the resultctnt conductor potential necessary to 

intain the corona dicîare IS reduced f roi the initial 

crest critical potential E0 to a lovor value due to 

the copious supply of free electrons and the effect of 

the space charte nodification after the presence of the 

corona discharge. This valuo of E is constant for the 

higher applied. potentials but becomes variable and 

approaches 
c 

value as the applied potential is de- 

creased and approaches the initial crest critical po- 

tential. The determination of E for the linear portion 

of the curve and the derivation of equatIon 14e. are 

shown graphically ifl figure 27. 

The above criterIon is further supported by the 

Critical Corona Observations in which t has been shown 

that If the applIed potential was increased beyond E0 

and then decreased, the corona would in general not stop 

at E0 but at a potential from one to three per cent below 

E0, or at the value of E for applied crest potential 

near E0. 

is the resultant conductor potential necessari 

to maintain the corona discharge when the applied crest 

potential la greater than E0, the excess potential for 
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the production of the space charge at the crest of the 

potential wave will becone ( E- E ) instead of the 

Peek's value ( E Ec )ø 

If no account is taken of this fact and the "leakage 

factor &' is calculated directly by Peek's equation 14, 

it rmy be much treater than uriit when the applied poten- 

tial is near the critical value. For exaiuiple, consider 

the second set of data in Table 8 in Appendix II: 

Em: 47.4 kv crest, : 5b.43 kv, E0 43.08 kV 
o re a t 

Usine unity ttleakage factor a" in the equation 14a, 

the value E for this particular applied potential can 

be found as: 

(E0 - o_) 47.4 - (43.08 - 35.45) 39.77 kv 

Ir the value L is not considered and the 

factor a" is calculated by Peek's equation 14, then 

a = E0-e.. : 43.08-35.45 = 7.63 1.767 
EmEc T7.4.-4S.08 4.32 

This increase in the value of ts of course only 

apparent as shown in equation lb of the Theoretical 

Investigation. 

The effect of spacing and frequency on the apace 

charge phenomena has also been investigated in the 
Theoretical Investigation. From that investigation, the 
in8tantaneous corona starting potential for the sanie 
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apliød potential ha been shown to decreaae as the 

freqenoy increased. For purposes of conparison, the 

1n3tantaneou8 corona startiri potential curves for euch 

polarity froiu figures 20 to 26 inclusive were plotted 

ori two separate sheets of eood1nate papor and ar shorn 

in Ligures 28 and 29. From the3o two figures, it 18 

300U that there ì a tendency for the higher frequency 

curves to be crowded together and coincidont. Thi8 may 

be expected 1nce Lor £requene18 beyond a certain value, 

depending on the pac1n; uaed, the loss of the space 

charge to the 'rouad plane approc1is zexo a the tre- 

quenoy increasa and the inoveient of the space charges 

decreases so that the iain boimdaries of the space 

charges remain practically unchanged. The result 18 that 

the instantaneous corona tart1ng potential becomes In- 

dependent of the frequency. Unfortunately, since there 

wa no avallablo oureo of frequency higher than 160 

cyolca, it has not been possible to investigate these 

penomona experimentally. 

To further investigate the efLeot of frequency 

and spacin on coronu starting potentials, the following 

two series of cyclorams were taken: 

ho cyclograins in Ligures 12 and 13 show that for 

the same excess amount of the applied potential, 35.2 
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INSTANTANEOUS CONDUCTOR POTENTIAL AT WHICH NEGATIVE 
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kilovolts crest, above the 60 cycles cro8t critical 

corona potentials t eaCh spacing, the instantanepus 

corona starting potentials for both positive and nerative 

polarities deereae as the frequencies and spacings 

increase. These result$ are more clearly shown by the 

curves in Ligures 30 and 31 in which the kv reduction 

in instantaneous corona starting potential below the 

60 cycles crest critical corona potential Is chosen as 

ordinates for comparisons. Data for those curves are 

tabulated as shown in Tables 16 and 17 in Appendix Ii. 

Here again, the trend of the curves shows the amount of 

such reduction in potential will reach a final limit 

at high frequencies. 

The cyclograma in fIgures 14 and 19 show that for 

a definite frequency, the crest critical corona poten- 

tial is lower while the applied crest potential necessary 

to start the negativo corona at zero instantaneous 

potentiel is higher for the closer spacings. The effect 

of frequency on the reduction tri applied crest potential 

is also shown for each spacing. The ratios of the 

applied crest potentials to the respective crest critical 

corona potentials were calculated and are tabulated in 

Tables 18 to 21 in Appendix II. These ratios are also 

plotted In fIgure 32. Since for 15 centimeters spacing, 
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FIGURE 30 

INFLUEN 0F FREQUENCY ON THE REDUCTION OF THE 
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FIGURE 31 

INFLUENCE OF FREQUENCY ON THE REDUCTION OF THE 

INSTANTANEOUS CORONA STARTING POTENTIAL BELOW THE CREST 
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INFLUENCE OF SPACING ON APPLIED POTENTIAL 

THAT CAUSES NEGATIVE CORONA TO START 

AT ZERO CONDUCTOR POTENTIAL 
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the necessary applied potentials at 60 and 80 cycles 

were beyond the sparkover potential, a complete series 
of cyclograms could not be taken at that spacing. The 

curvos for 60 and 80 cycles wore extended by estimating 
the added potential necessary to cause the neative 
corona to start at zero instantaneous potential from 

direct observation of the cyclograms on the fluorescent 
screen at a potential as near the sparkovor potential 
as ract1cal. A number of sparkover potential'; 
measured at spacings of 7.5, 10, 12 and lb centimeters 

between the conductor and the ground plano respectively. 
The sparkover limit was thon found and is plotted as 

the curve 7 in figuro 32, Here aein, the trend of the 

curvos is to approach a final ratio at the higher 

frequencies. 

2 On The Nature of The Corona Current Javo Form and 

Corona Currents 

Because of the presence of superimposed high fre- 

quoncy ripples, the negatIve corona current wave is much 

more irregular than the positive. These irregularities 
exist only on the part of the negative half cycle when 

the corona discharge is maintained. They therefore 
serve as a good indication 0±' the corona extinguishing 

point on the negative half cycle. This corona 
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et1nguiøh1ng point is further shown by a sudden change 

In slope of the cyclogr*m lecauee it is at this point 

that the irreu1arities on the negative current wave 

disappear. Observations based on this reasoning have 

shown that in general the corona will not stop rig)t 

at the crest of the potential wave, but at a certain 

point beyond the cro3t and on the falling part of each 

half cycle. The closer the apacing and the lower the 

frequency used, the farther this point will be beyond 

the crest of the potential wave. For 7.5 centimeters 

spacing and 60 cycles frequency, visual observations 

on the fluorescent screen of the cathode-ray osdillo 
graph showed that when the applied potential was about 

twice the critical value, the corona extinguishing 
point ws beyond the crest of the potential wave by an 

ancle as largo as 60 degrees. In the light of the 

Theoretical Investigation, this phenomenon is to be 

expected at close spacings and low frequencies because 

of the increasing loss of space charge ions on the 

opposite ground plane under these conditions. 
Within the frequency range investigated, the fre- 

quency was found to have no appreciable effect on the 

magnitude of the superimposed ripples except the initial 
oscillation following the abrupt rise in negative 

corona current. However, for the saine applied potential. 
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as the maxlltl1nn corona current Increases with the f re- 

quenc, the percentage oÍ high froquercy ripples with 

respect to the maximum ooiona current decreases with 

the increase in frequency. 

The irregularities of the neLative current super- 

imposed ripples were round to be more pronounced at low 

than at high applied potentials and for close than for 

large spacings. 

This phenomenon cari be seen in much more detail by 

direct observations on the fluorescent screen as dis- 

cussed under the Critical Corona Observations. These 

observations showed that for applied potertials just a 

few kilovolts above the critical value, the irregularities 

of the negative ripples became so prominent that the 

whole negative current pattern was very erratic and un- 

stable. The positive current, however, was regular 

under the saine conditions. These phenomena were es- 

pecially pronounced at spacings of 15 and 7.5 centi- 

meters. If the applied potential was further increased, 

the negative current pattern at any spacing became 

stable. £or large spacins, if the applied potential 

was very high, say more than three times the CritiCal 

value, the negative current wave form was observed to 

approach the positive one in apparent smoothness. 
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The above pherioan& are c1oe1 related to the 

vsusJ. appearance of the d-e nective eoron diacharge. 

Farewell (7), Kunz (12), Lee nd Iturre1morer (13) 

workin with d-c corona found the negativø corona to be 

irregular in character occurring a i1nute localized 

beads which became more numerous as the applied poteri- 

tial was increased. Since the charactertstio variation 

in intensity of ionization at each localized Lead will 

riot be in unison, the variation over s length of con- 

ductor will become smaller a the nuiìber of 1ota1ized 

beads increases. Thi8 rakes a smoother negative cur- 

rent wave at higher applied potentials . Furtheriìore, 

in the case of close spacing, as there is an appreciable 

amount or space charge etting over to the ground plane, 

the inteiiittent character of the negativo corona will 

of course be magniried by this reduction of the sace 

charge. 

A colnpari3on of the corona current wave form for 

small and large spacirLs is illustrated by the typical 

cyclograms In figure 12. In this figure, the cycio- 

granas for 15 centimeters spacing indicate the presence 

of' an appreciable amount of the in-phase conduction 

component of the corona current. The magnitude of this 

conduction current la evidently increased at lower 
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frequencies especIally on the noative half ccle. This 

is indicated by the tendency of the corona current w&ve 

f'ont on the portion of the cyclogram before the r'íaxi 

im corona current point to approach a atraicht line 

inclined at an angle with the voltage axis. At 60 

cycles, the negative current wave 'ront is almost a 

straight line. 

The fact that at higher applied potentials the in 

phase conduction component of the corona current is 

greater on the negative than on the positive liait cycle 

shows that the negative carriers participating in the 

corona discharge are of higher average mobility than 

the positive carriers. The differel!ce in the average 

mobility of negative and positive carriers is also 

manifested in the relative agn1tude of the naxIrum 

corona currents and the rectifying action in the co- 

rona discharge Moasureents of the zna.xiimrn corona 

currents from cyclograms show that ïn generc]. the maxi- 

mum positive corona current is larger at lower applied 

potentials while for higher applied potentials, the 

Lìaxiïun flOtiV corona current will become increasingly 

larger than the positive current, This difference in 

ragitude, howevor, is less pronounced when the spacing 

is large. For the large spacing, the rectifying action 

also becomes insignificant as will be shown later. 
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The Influence of frequency on the positive and 

negative maxirnu corona current at various spacings for 

an applied potential 35.2 kv crest above the respectivo 

60 cycles critical potentials are shown in figures 33 

and 34. Data for these curves are tabulated as Table 15 

in Appendix II. 
A comparison of these two figures shows that the 

maximum negative corona current is 7.7 per cent higher 

on the average than the axiium positive current at a 

spacing of 15 centimeters. For 60 centimeters spacIng, 

thoso two currents are practically equal within the 

frequency range investigated. Furthermore, the curves 

for 15 arid 30 centImeters spacings indicate both the 

maximuii positive arid the rnaximwn negative corona cur- 

rents tend to increase more rapidly at frequencies above 

120 cycles. At the sar.e frequency range, the initial 

abrupt rise of negative current also increases rapidly 

as seen from figure 16. 

In regard to the points on the potential wave at 

which those maximum currents will 

Investigation has shown that they 

the crests of the potential waves 

This fact is extensively verified 

records of the cyclograms taken. 

zmim corona current will occur at 

occur, the Theoretical 

should not occur at 

for large spacings. 

by all the photographic 

In general, the maxi- 

a point between the 
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FIGURE 33 

INFLUENCE OF FREQUENCY ON THE MAXIMUM POSITIVE CORONA 
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FIGURE 34 

INFLUENCE OF FREQUENCY ON THE MAXIMUM NEGATIVE CORONA 
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corona starting point and the crest of tho potential 

wave. For close spacings, the in-phase conduction ooì- 

ponent of the corona current is so pronounced that the 

maxinam corona current points aro very near the crests 

of the potential wave. This condition IS illustrated 

by the cyclograns for 15 centiiieters spacing as shown 

in figure 12. 

Visual observations of cyclograris at 7.5 centimeters 

spacing showed that when the applied potentials were 

hijhor than approximately twice the critical valuo, the 

maximum corona currents would occur practically on the 

crests of the applied potential waves. 

Tle cyclogranis in fi uro 11 for 30 centimeters 

spacing show that for the lower applied potentials, 

the initial burst or the negative corona current may be 

so abrupt that the maximum negative corona current 

apparently occurs at the initial flow of current. If 

the maximum negative current is !easurod at this point 

the negative current will still be slightly greater 

than the positive even when the applied potentials are 

near the critical value. This condition Is shown by 

corona curreuit curvos 2 and 3 in figures 20 to 26 in 

clusive in which two crossings of the positive and 

negative corona current curves are shown. However, as 

the sudden burst of the negativo corona current is 
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more or 1e88 traru3iGnt In nature, it r riot repre8ent 

the true maximum negative coxor current. If the rrax- 

1uIj1 negtitive corona current wu roaure' at the xi- 

muni point other than this first instant of negative 

current rise, it will be cons1tent1j siuller than the 

positive current at low applied potentials and beeoiie 

larger than the positive current as the applied potential 

is increased beyond a certain value as has previously 

been discussed. 

A comparison of the XÎIDIn. tositive and negative 

corona currents at various frequencies for 30 centirieters 

spacing iS shown in figurei 35 an 36. It should be 

observed that at every frequency, both the positive and 

negatIve currents Increase very rapidly tor a siiht 

increase in aplied potential above the eritical value 

and thon more slowly and finally become practically 

a linear function of the applied crest potentials over 

the range investigated. 

5. On The Nature of The 1esdual Ion Current 

The motion arid behavior of residual ions in the 

space oharSo under the combined actIon of the conductor 

and their own fields can also be studied from the cyclo- 

grams obtained. For 15 contI ieters spacing, the cyclo- 

crame in figure 12 show that the boundary of the space 

charge is so diffused after the corona discharge 
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MAXIMUM NEGATIVE CORONA CURRENT 

FOR VARIOUS FREQUENCIES 
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extinguished that the rssidual ions are aided very I3uoh 

by the conductor and their own fleld$ and soie of them 

will continue their forward motion resu1tin in a 

forward motion of the equivalent space charge boundary 

even when the applied potential has been reversed. 

This is shown by the fact that the sign of the residual 

ion current does not change with the reversal of the 

applied potential. At a frequency of 60 cycles, the 

residual ion current is found to be in the same direction 

up to the point at which corona of the opposite polarity 

starts. On the other hand, cyclograms for 60 centimeters 

spacing as shown in figures 13 and 14 indicate that the 

boundary of the residual space charge is moro definite 

and the space charge field is strong enough to repel 

some of its Lons back toward the conductor before the 

applied. potential is reversed. The result is that the 

equivalent space charge boundar7 will have a backward 

motion and the sien of the redual Ion currents will 

reverse before the reversal of the applied potential. 

The magnitude of the residual ion current, like the 

maximum corona current, is increased with an increase 

in frequency or a decrease in spacing. A polarity dif- 
Lerence can also be detected by closely examining the 

slope of the residual Ion curient wave. The deflection 

of the positivo ion current curve just prior to the 
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formation of the negative corona discharge indicates a 

condition of supersaturation at this time. This 

phenomenon is Gapocially pronounced with the 7.5 centi 

motors spacing for which on1 visual observations on 

the fluorescent screen have been made. 

The abovo observed residual ion current flow 

phenomena at close spacings are in agreement with those 

found by Carroll and LusïnarL (3) who used a synchronous 

shutter to detect the ion flew in a conoritrtc conductor 

arrangement and found the ions will continue to flow 

toward the outside cylinder even when the applied po- 

tential has 'been reversed. 

The Rectifythg Action in The Corona Discharge 

The rectifying action of a conductor in corona has 

been observed by many investigators. Due to the dif- 

forent nature of the space charges surrounding a con- 

ductor in positive and in negative corona, this reeti- 

Lying action is expected to occur. To detect the 

rectified current, a 30 microamperea d-e ammeter shunted 

with a protecting switch was inserted in the high voltage 

bridge arm through which the corona ourrent was measured 

ta referred to figure 6. Unfortunately, because of the 

irregular behavior of both positivo and ncative ions, 

no steady reading could be indicated by the d-c 
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m1croaimeter. The rectified current thus observed was 

pu1satiri between certain limits at a frequency of 40 

to 120 times per riinute approximately. ilowever, the 

average of these pulsations xrnde it possible to study 

the reetifyin- action qualitatively. ithin the rance 

of frequency and spacing investigated, the average reo- 

tified current Increased s the spaoin was decreased; 

for the saine spacing, lt became larger the lower the 

frequency. The direction of this rectified current flow 

was from the conduotor to ground plane in air at applied 

potentials near the critical values but reversed when 

the applied potential was alove a certain value. There- 

after, the rectified current from the pçrourtd plane to 

the conductor in air increased almost linearly with the 

applied potential. The potential at which the recti- 

fled current reversed was found to be approximately the 

same as that when the naximurn negative corona current 

becan to be greater than the maximum positive current. 

As bas been described, a positive ion space charge 

is present In the vicinity of the conductor in corona 

even when it i negative. For low applied potentials, 

the field duo to this inner positivo space charge bocomee 

so important that it will exert much influence on the 

outside negative space charge and confine it in n more 
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definite boundary. The result 1 s if the average 

mobility of negative Ìonø In the outside space ohargo 

has been reduced. Since there i no euch action during 

the half' cycle when the conductor is positive, the 

boundarj of the positiv6 space charge surrounding t 

positive oonducto will be iiore diffused w1ti an apparent 

increase in the average mobility of the positive ions 

fonn1n this positive space charge aa shown by Willis 

(32). Therefore, at low applied potentials, the nimber 

of po$itivo ione getting over to the ground plane i 

larger than the number of negatIve lone. Thisln turn, 

givee rise to the greater maximum positive corona 

current and to the direction of rectified current flow 

from the conductor to the ground plane in air. 

Í.s the applied potential is increased, the ace- 
latlon of the outside negativo space charge becomes 

greater and greater and finally at an applied potentia1 

above a certain value, the influence of Its own field 

together with the neat1ve conductor field repels the 

negative ions of the space charge and xrakes a more dif- 

fused negative space charge boundary. The negative ions 

begin to reach the ground plane and their greater mo- 

bility makes the number of them reaching the ground 

plane predominate over the positive ions. The result 

is that the negative corona current begins to be greater 
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than tho positive current and the rectified current will 

reverse and flow from the ground plane to the conductor 

in air. 

Since the nuiuber of ions actually reaching the 

ground plane decroa8es as the spacing and frequency 

are increased, the difference in positive and negativo 

corona current and the nanitude of the rectified corona 

current will be nuch smaller at large spacings and high 

froquenclos. This phenomenon was observed experimentally 

at all froquenoics from 60 to 160 cycles t a conductor 

to plane spacing of 60 centimeters. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The corona characteristics have been investi- 

gated on a No. 10 polished copper conductor at freçuencios 

of 40 to 160 cycles and conductor to plane spacings of 

7. to 60' centimeters. 

2. The crtica1 corona potctials for all spcins 

used decrease with increasing frequencies. The per cent 

reduction of critical corona potential at 160 cycles 

with respect to 60 cycles iS 3.7 .. ' 3O centimeters 

spacing and increases to 6.71 at 7.5 centimeters spacing. 

3. The conductor surface gradients at critical 

corona formation increase slightly at close spaoins 

especially w1en the frequency is low. This increase 
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is 3.31 per cent for 7.5 centimeters spacing as conpared 

with 60 centimeters spacing at a Írequency of 60 CyCle8. 

4. with the applied crest potential Em higher 

than the crest critical corona potential E0, the result- 

ant conductor potential necessary to maintain the 

corona discharge is found to be at a lower value 

inetead of the value E0. 

5. The instantaneous corona starting potentials 

for bOth polarities decrease as the applied potential 

is increased. For sufficiently high applied potentials, 

the corona wIll start at zero instantaneous potential 

or at an instantaneous potential in opposition to the 

corona formation. The rnanitude of the instantaneous 

corona startIng potentials is influenced both by the 

frequency and the conductor to plane spacing. 

6. For the sa'o frequency, spacing and applied 

potential, the positive conductor corona always starts 

at a higher instantaneous potential than the negative. 

7. To cause the negative conductor corona to 

start at zero instantaneous potential, the ratio of the 

necessary applied potential to the critical value at 

60 cycles is 2.19 for 60 centimeters conductor to plane 

spacing and incresses to 2.64 for 30 centimeters spacing. 

At 160 cycles, this ratio is 2.06 for 60 centimeters 
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spacing and increases to 2.9 for 15 centimeters spacing. 

8. The corona characteristics for the hiher fre- 

quencies differ from those for lower frequerutes by: 

(a) A less abrupt initial rise in the negative 

corona current, 

(b) A lower instantaneous coiona starting poteri- 

tial for both polarities with the same amount 

of excess applied potential above the crItical 
value, 

(c) An increase in the magnitude of the corona 

s 

(d) A less pronounced rectifying actIon. 

9. The corona characterIstics at the closer 

spacings differ from those at the larger spacings by: 

(a) A more pronounced initial abrupt rise in the 

negative corona current, 

(b) More pronounced irregularities on the nega 

tive corona current wave, 

(c) A higher instantaneous corona starting poten 

tial for both polarities with the same amount 

of excess applied potential above the critical 
value, 

(d) An appreciable conduction current which causes 

the positive and negative corona currents to 
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increase more rapidly as the spacing is 

decreased and resulte in a greater difference 

tn the magnitudes of the pOsitiVO and nega- 

tiV corona currents, 

(e) A delay in the reversal of the residual ion 

current even after the applied potential is 

reversed, 

(f) A xore pronounced rectifying action. 
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APPENDIX I 

11AT1rEMATICAL DERIVATION 0F CONDUCTOR SURFACE GRADIENT 

AT CRITICAL CORONA FORMATION 

A. The Derivation of A Simplified Expression for 

Davis (5) pavo the following equation for : 

(C<) -(A0rx) 
cl i j L x dx . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 

E AO+X L 

where L moan free path of the electron, 

- least path required to produce ionization, 

x : any length in addition to A0 which may vary 

from zero to infinite. 
Let T .Ax . Equation 16 then reduces to: 

: i E 
L Ei(- 

-e- .t- . i 
. . . . . . S 17 

00 

where Ei(- JÇ ) : dT is an exponential intorai. 
L LL° T 

It has been sown by Bishop (2) that the product of 

the uotential ¿radient g and À0 is constant for definite 

gas and ;A0is equal to 10.2 for air. One may therefore 

set A0 as equal to 10.2 in equation 17. The equation for 
g 

: thon reduces to: 
.10.2 

: 1 
E gL 1O. Ei (-. 10.2 ) ........ 18 

L gL' gL 
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Equation 18 is not convenient for ordinary appli- 

cation since it involves the exponential integral 

Ei(- 10.2). Therefore the simplified relation must be 

found. It can be shown that the niean free path of an 

electron is 4J times that of the as molecules with 

which it is mixed. Thus 

L x .84 * l0 0.556 x centimeter. 

Whore 9.84 xi06 centimeter is the mean free path of 

the air molecule at unity relative air density. 

Yith this value of L, the exponential integral 

Ei(- 10.2 was first calculated for different 

values cf g by using the "Table of Punctions' (6) and 

then the valuo3 of could be calculated. These 

values of were plotted aaìnst the notential gradients 

g. The resultant curve c be closely represented by 

the equation: 

0.138 ( g _24.8)2 ............... 13 

for values of g<65 kv crest per centimeter. 

The potential gradient g0 beyond which ionization 

by collisions is assuned to occur is 24.8 kv crest per 

cm. at unIty relative air density as shown by equation 

19. 

As and L when plotted are in general a smooth 
p p 

curve (15, 27), equation 19, taking account the variation 
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0±' both pressure and temerature as expressed in terms 

of , will become: 

0.138 ( L - 24.8 )2 20 

or, 0.138 ( g 24.8)2 *aeøese. 21 

or in syibois,a: g - ................. 22 

where e c'.138 and g0 24.8 kv crest por ceutitietor 

L;. The t'erivation of the Critical Surface Gradient 

Substituting equation 22 in equation O and noting 

from figire 1. that gr : gx g0b, one obtains: 
(b (b 

J 
dxJ e (g-g0)2c1x 

r rs 

c2g02 (b - 
)2 dx csJ ( - 2b l)dx 

r X r x 

= 

H 

r 

2b1nX 4 ] csg: ( 214_ - i ) 

: eg0r1 (- -) - 2( )ln " - il k .... 23 
L 1g0 îg0 

ç1 

ithin the practIcal operating rango of °r 
)"Ø 

lrì( 
: 

can be represented closely by the series: 

g. g 
in ( _ ) 

: 0.28( _ r ) _ 0.82( _ " ) 'I 
Q53 24 

8o g0 

Substituting equation 24 in equation 23 arid 

simplifying yi1d: 
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O44( l.O6(_L-) + 0.64 0 ..25 
6go gor 

Solving equation 25 for ( one obtains 

1.204+ i 
i 

k 

JO.44eg 

1.2048g0 +/ _ f _ k .............26 
I r 

Upon substituting back 24.8 and o 0.138, 

equation 26 bocoriiea: 

( i 
j__k 

7.36 

If k i equal to 4.9, equation 27 is identical 

with equation 10 iven by Peek. 
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TABULATION OF THE EXPETIMENTAL DATA 

DATA ON CREST FACTORS 

Crest Factor 
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r.m.s. volts per . deflection for sine wave 
r.ni.. volts per . deflection for actual wave 

Frequency Crest Factors 
Cycle8 per Second Near Critical Average 

Potential 
40 1.463 1.460 
60 1.394 1.406 
80 1.417 1.414 

100 1.426 1.431 
120 1.436 1.433 
140 1.445 1.443 
160 1.456 1.462 

APPLIED POTENTIALS AND CONDUCTOR SURFACE GRADIENTS 
AT CRITICAL CORONA FORMATION 

For 7.5-Centimeter Conductor to Ground Plano Spacing 

Barometric Pressure b: 756.8 mm. of Hg. 
(Dry Bulb: 25.5 degrees C. 

Temperature tiWet Bulb: 18.83 degrees C. 
Relative Air Density : 0.9935 
Absolute Humidity h: 12.4 grams per oubie meter. 

Frequency Voltmeter Critical Corona Potential Critical 
Cycles Readin orking Unity Surface 

per Volts Condition Condition Gradient 
Second kv Crest kir Crest kv Crest/cm. 

40 23.4 34.23 34.45 58.08 
60 24.4 34.00 34.22 57.70 
80 23.7 33.58 33.80 57.01 

100 23.2 33.08 33.30 56.15 
120 22.7 32.60 32.82 55.32 
140 22.15 32.01 32.22 54.33 
160 21.8 31.72 31.94 b84 
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TABLE 3 

APPLIED POTENTIALS AND CONDUCTOR SURFACE GRADIENTS 
AT CRITICAL CORONA FORRATION 

For 15-Centimeter Conductor to Ground Plane Spacing 

Barometric Pressure b: 757.4 . of Hg. 
Dry Bulb: 24.93 degrees C. 

Temperature tUet Bulb: 17.45 degrees C. 

Relative Air Density S: 0.9966 
Absolute Humidity h: 10.7 grams per cubic meter. 

Frequency Voltmeter Critical Corona Potential Critical 
Cycles Reading Working Unity 5 Surface 
por Volts Condition Condition Gradient 

Second kv Crest kv Crest kv Crest/cm. 

40 26.6 38.91 39.04 57.42 
60 27.7 38.63 38.76 57.30 
80 27.0 38.26 38.39 56.46 

100 26.6 37.89 38.02 55,91 
120 26.0 37.31 37.44 55.06 
140 25.5 36.82 36.95 54.34 
160 25.05 36.43 36.56 53.76 

APPLIED POTENTIALS AND CONDUCTOR SURFACE GRADIENTS 
AT CRITICAL CORONA FORMATION 

For 30-Centimeter Conductor to Ground Plane Spacing 

Barometric Pressure b: 757.4 imn. of Hg. 
Dry Bulb: 21.79 degrees C. 

Temperature tWet Bulb: 16.17 degrees C. 
Relative Air Density S: 1.007. 
Absolute Huitdity h: 10.7 grams por cubic motor 

Frequency Voltmeter Critical Corona Potential Critical 
Cycles Reading Working Unity Surface 

per Volts Condition Condition Gradient 
Second kv Crest kv Crest kv crest/cm. 

40 30.2 44.18 43.87 57.30 
60 31.4 43.75 43.45 56.75 
80 30.55 46.22 42.92 56.12 
100 30.0 42.75 42.45 55.46 
120 29.4 42.14 41.85 54.66 
140 28.9 41.75 41.46 54.16 
160 28.4 41.35 41.06 53.63 
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TABI 5 

APPLIED POTENTIALS AND CONDUCTOR SURFACE GRADIENTS 
AT CRITICAL CORONA FORMATION 

For 45-Centiraeter Conductor to Ground Plane Spacin 

Barometric Pressure b: 758.8 nmi. of H. 
Dry Bulb: 21.2 degrees C. 

Temperature tiWet Bulb: 18.85 derees C. 
Relative Air Density : 1.01. 
Absolute Humidity h: 10.7 grams per cubic meter. 

Frequency Voltmeter Critical Corona Potential Critical 
Cycles Reading Working Unity ' Surface 
per Volts Condition Condition Gradient 

Second kv Crest kv Crest kv Crest/em. 

40 32.0 46.82 46.36 56.88 
60 33.3 46.46 46.00 56.44 
80 32.7 46.30 45.84 56.25 

loo 32.0 45.63 45.17 55.42 
120 31.5 45.25 44.78 54.93 
140 31.0 44.76 44.31 54.35 
160 O.6 44.41 43.97 53.94 

APPLIED POTENTIALS AND CONDUCTOR SURFACE GRADIENTS 
AT CRITICAL CORONA FORMATION 

For 60-Centimeter Conductor to Ground Plane Spacing 

Barometric Pressure b: 756.8 mm. of Hg. 
Dry Bulb: 21.79 degrees C. 

Temperature tlwet Bulb: 16.17 degrees O. 
Relative Air Density : 1.006. 
Absolute Humidity h: 10.7 grams per cubic motor. 

Frequency Voltmeter Critical Corona Potential Critical 
Cycles Reading Vorking Unity Surface 

per Volts Condition Condition Gradient 
Second kv Crest kv Crest kv Crest/cm. 

40 32.9 48.13 47.85 56.20 
60 34.6 47.85 47.56 55.85 
80 33.6 47.55 47.27 b5.Sl 

loo 33.1 47.10 46.82 54.99 
120 32.5 46.60 46.32 54.39 
140 32.1 46.38 46.10 54.14 
160 31.7 46.08 45.85 53.78 
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CYCLOGRAM DATA FOR 40 CYCLES AND 30-CENTIMETER SPACING 

Parometric Fressure b: 760.65 inni, of Hg. 
Dry Bulb: 27.2 degrees C. 

Temperature ttWet Bulb: 16.0 degrees C. 
ie1ative Air Density : 0.994. 
Absolute Humidity h: 7.4 grams per cubic meter. 

Applied Instantaneous 
Crest Corona Starting 

Potential Potential 

kv kv 
Positive Negative 

4.6 Critical 
50.7 36.4 33,5 
56.3 33.8 30.5 
86..) 29.7 26.0 
72.3 27.0 23.9 
85.6 20.6 17.8 

Maximum Initial 
Corona Abrupt Risc 
Current of Negative 

Mieroamperes Current 
per Meter Microaznperes 

Positive Negative per Meter 
Critical Critical 

86.0 88.0 67.5 
118 124.2 80.0 
175.5 180.2 95.0 
211 217.6 103 
300 307 120 

TABLE 8 

CYCLOGRAM DATA POR ) uiLES AND 30..CENTIMETER SPACING 

Barometric Pressure b: 761.82 nini. of Hg. 
Dry Bulb: 28.4 degrees C. 

Temperature tt Bu1b 16.8 degrees C. 
e1ative Air Density : 0.9915. 

Abo1ute Humidity h: 7.86 grants per cubic meter. 

Applied Instantaneous Maximum Initial 
Cre8t Corona Starting Corona Abrupt Rise 

Fotertia1 Potential Current of Negative 
Microainperes Current 

kv kv per Meter Microan'peres 
Positive Negative Positive Negative per Noter 

43.08 Critical Critical Critical 
4..4 37.7 35.45 77.6 80.0 62.]. 
53.0 34.6 31.6 127.2 124.2 90.1 
62.4 30.45 26.6 183.2 183.2 118 
70.9 26.7 22.07 239 246.2 135 
83.65 21.3 15.72 319.5 328.8 158.2 
98.5 14.83 7.99 434 450 189.2 

111.4 9.51 1.15 544 568 213.1 
123.3 3.43 -4.95 640 667 233 
135 -2.1 -11.8 740 770 
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YCLOMAI DATA FOR 80 QYCLBS AND 30-CENTIMETER SPACING 

Barometric Pressure b: 762.45 n. o Hg. 
Dry Bulb: 29.3 degres C. 

Ter2perature tWet Bulb: 17.8 degrees C. 
Relative Air Density : 0.9875. 
Absolute Euidity : 8.9 grane per cubic rneter 

Applied Instantaneous 
Crest Corona 3tartin. 

Potential Potential 

kv kv 
Positive Noative 

42.42 Critical 
48.1 6.l2 34.45 
c 
'I I J 

'7 i 
J ? ¿ t.I S O . 

64.25 28.6 24.6 
70.4 25.7 21.3 
84.3 19.38 14.2 
99.5 12.0 6.46 
120 3.06 -4.56 
135 -3.81 -11.79 

Max 
C o rena 
Current 

Mie ro&pere s 
per Meter 

Positive Negative 
C r it i cal 

111.8 121.0 
167.8 161.0 
245.2 248.2 
290 295 
409 420 
552 572 
752 780 
897 929 

TABLE 10 

Initial 
Abrupt Rise 
of Negative 

Current 
Nicroampares 
per Meter 
C rl t i cal 

93.2 
124.2 
155.3 
170 
198.8 
222 
245 
257 

CYCLOGHAM DATA FOR 100 CYCLES AD 30-CFNTIMETER 5PÌC ING 

Barometric Pressure b: 763.57 mm. of Hg. 
Dry Bulb: 28.3 degress C. 

Teriperature tWet Bulb: 18.0 degrees C, 
Relative Air Density : 0.993. 
Absolute Burnidity h: 9.38 grsins per cubic eter 

Applied Instantaneous 
Crest Corona Startin:' 

Potential Potsnti1 

kv kv 
Positive Ne3ative 

42.15 Critical 
48.5 35.2 32.7 
53.55 31.6 28.9 
63.5 26.64 23.2 
70.8 22.6 19.08 
84.1 16.55 11.25 
100.3 9.5 2.29 
113.4 3.53 -4.21 
1211 0.0 -8.44 

Maximum 
Corona 
Current 

Microamperes 
per Meter 

Positive Negative 
Critical 

139.6 146 
202 202 
292 282.5 
344 35p7 

472 496 
649 6'?4 

791 829 
860 931 

Initial 
Abrupt Rise 
ot Negative 
Current 

Mi e roampe re s 
per Meter 
C rit teal 

99 3 
132 
164.5 
186.3 
214.2 
236 
253 
260.8 
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OYCLOGR&M DATA FO 120 YCLE8 AND 30-OENTThIETER SPACING 

Barometric Proasure b: 764.32 mm. of H. 
(Dry Bulb: 27.1 degrees C. 

Temperature tiWet Bulb: 18.6 degrees C. 
Relative Air Density ': 0.9976. 
Abaolute Humidity h: 11.1 grems per cubic meter. 

Applied Instantaneous Maximum Initial 
Crest Corona Starting Corona Abrupt Rise 

Potential Potential Current of Negative 
Microamporea Current 

kv kv per Meter Microampores 
Positive Negative Positive Negative per Meter 

41.75 Critical Critical Critical 
44.95 36. 35 108.7 124.1 90.2 
49.03 3.65 31.4 172 184 124.2 
56.25 29.45 26.2 257 242.2 182.2 
66.27 24.3 20.4 341.5 347.5 186.4 
73.4 20.22 16.22 404 428 204 
87.5 13.31 7.99 565 602 232.8 
107.1 3.54 -3.81 816 864 261 
124.3 -4.56 -13.71 1062 1115 279.5 

TABLE 12 

CYCLOGRM DATA FOR 140 CYCLES AND 30-CENTIMETER SPACING 

Barometric Pressure b: 762.6 mm. of Hg. 
Dry Bulb: 27.5 degrees C. 

Temperature tiWet Bulb: 17.9 degrees C. 
Relative Air Density S: 0.9944. 
Absolute Humidity h: 9.62 grams per cubic motor. 

Applied Instantaneous 
Crest Corona Starting 

Potential Potential 

kv kv 
Positive Negative 

41.23 Critical 
45.25 35.7 33.5 
49.05 33.1 30.42 
54.75 29.25 26.55 
64.6 23.6 19.75 
72.25 19.27 15.22 
87.1 11.45 6.92 

103.7 3.04 -2.85 
122.1 -5.93 -13.32 

Maximum Initial 
Corona Abrupt Rise 
Current of Negativo 

ic roamperes Current 
per Meter Mieroamperee 

Positive Negative per Meter 
Critical Critloal 

130.4 152.2 111.8 
195.8 195.8 139.7 
279.5 267 164.5 
375.5 375.5 198.6 
465.5 468 220.5 
645.5 655 251.5 
897 923 273.2 
1168 1210 289 
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CYCLOGRAM DATA FOR 160 OYCIS AND 3O-CENTITTER SPACING 

Barometric Pressure b: 761.58 ti. of H. 
Dry Bulb: 27.7 degrees C. 

Temperaturc tWet Bulb: 18.4 degrees C. 
Relative Air Density 8: 0.993 
Absolute Humidity h: 10.55 grams per cubic meter 

Applied Instantaneous 
Crest Corona Starting 

Potential Potential 

kv kv 
Positivo Negative 

40.74 Critical 
45.5 35.0 33.45 
49.5 31.8 
55.55 28.18 25.48 
66.5 22.25 18.25 
73.0 18.64 14.08 
87.0 11.05 5.75 
104.8 1.9 -4.05 
123.5 -7.72 -14.83 

Maximui Initial 
Corona Abrupt Rise 
Current of Negative 

Mtcroamperee Current 
per Noter Microamperes 

Positive Negative per Meter 
Critical Critical 

17]. 198.8 142.8 
264 254.7 186.2 
357 3517 217.3 
506 52]. 252.2 
589 613 266 
802 832 288.8 
1087 1127 316.8 
1369 1442 332.2 

TABLE 14 

INITIAL ABRUPT RISB OF NEGATIVE CORONA CURRENT 
FOR APPLIED POTENTIALS 35 .2 KV ABOVE TH 
RrS FEGT IVE 60CYCLE CR ITICAL POTENT IALS 

Conductor to Plane 
Spacing Centimeters S 

Barometric Pressure b' 
rim. of Hg 

Temperature 
Degrees C. (Wet: 
Relative Air Density: 
Absolute Humidity b: 
Grams/cubic motor 

Fro quency 
Cycles por Second 

60 
80 

100 
120 
140 
160 

15 30 45 

755.7 761.82 755.7 

22.4 28.4 27.7 
13.7 16.8 17.7 
1.002 0.9915 0.9852 

7.1 7.86 9.5 

Initial Negative Corona Current 
Microamperes per Meter of Conductor 

236 150 113 
290 183 141.2 
333 201 158.2 
367.5 215 172.3 
390 235 186.4 
441 276 206 



TABLE 15 

iAXIMUM CORONA CURRENTS FOR APPLIED POTENTIALS 35.2 KV 
ABOVE ThE RESPECTIVE 60-CYCLE CRITICAL CORONA POTENTIALS 

Conductor to Plans 
Spacing Contimetere 

b 
AtInospherie* fliy 

Conditions: 
u twet 

h 
Applied Potential 

kv Crest 
Frequency 

Cycles per Second 

15 
755.57 

13.7 
1.002 
7.1 

74 04 
Corona Current 

Pos. eg. 

30 
761.82 
28 4 
16.8 
0.9915 
7.86 

78.28 
in Microanpors 
Pos. Neg. 

45 
755.57 
27.7 
17.7 
0.9852 
o r 
7 .) 

80 52 
per etor of 
Poe. Neg. 

60 
7 56 74 
25.5 
15 6 
0.996 
7.91 

82.43 
Conductor 

Pos. i1eg. 

60 635.6 687 283 289 193 200 1.29.6 

80 743.0 806 346 366 244.3 254 105.3 165 

100 850 918 405 429 285 291 190.5 14 
120 958 1035 462 483 318 320.6 217 218.5 

140 1080 1160 535 547 350 358.5 236.4 239.2 

160 1230 1320 669 680 380.5 421 256 271.2 

* Synbo1s used: 
b: Baronotric pressure in nirn. of Hg 

t: Temperature in degrees entigx'ade 

: Relative air density 
h: Absoluto humidity in rans por cubic meter 

I-' 



TABLE 16 

INSTANTANEOUS CORONA STARTING POTENTIALS AT VARIOUS FREQUE CIES AND 
TUB REDUCTION IN THESE POTENTIALS BELOW ThE RESPECTIVE CREST Ci'TICAL 

60-CYCLE CORONA POTENTIALS FOR POSITIVE CONDUCTOR 

Conductor to Plano 
Spac in Centime te r 

b 

Atmospheric* tP BuilD 

Conditions Vet Bulb 

b. 

Critical 60-Cycle Corona 
Potential E60 Kv Groat 
Applied Potential 

Kv Crest 
Frequency 

Cycles per Second 
60 26.4 
80 25.1 
100 23.1 
120 21.8 
140 21,2 
160 20.1 

15 
755.57 
22 4 
13.7 
1.002 
7.1 

38.84 

74 04 

6O4 
12.44 
13.74 
15.74 
l'7.04 
16.64 
18.14 

30 
761.82 
28 4 
16.8 
O .9915 
7.86 

43.08 

78.28 

04 
23.5 19.58 
22.15 20.93 
19.3 23.78 
17.95 25.13 
16.45 26.63 
16.0 27.08 

* Symbols used: 
b: Barometric preasure in nmi. of Hg 
t: Temperature in degrees centigrade 

8: Relative air density 
b.: Absolute hwtdity in crams per cubic meter 

45 
755.57 
27.7 
17.7 
o .a 
9.5 

45.32 

80.52 

s. 04 
20.7 
20.0 
17 9 
16.8 
15.8 
15.4 

60 
756.74 
25.t 
15 6 

52 0.993 
7.91 

47.23 

82.43 

E60e4 04. E6O!-e.. 
24.52 19.2 28.06 
25.32 18.7 26.53 
27.42 17.4 29.83 
28.52 l6. 3().93 

29.52 lb.5 31.73 
29.92 14.9 32.33 

** e,.: Instantaneous applied potential at which positive corona starts 
in kilovolts 

L', 



TABLE 17 

INSTANTANEOUS CORONA STARTING POTENTIALS AT VARIOUS FREUENC lES AND 
TUE F'EDUCTION IN TRESE ?OThNTIALS BELOa TUE LESFECTIVE CREST CUrIICAL 

6O-COLE CORONA POTLlIALS FOR NEGATIVE CONDUCWR 

Conductor to Plane 
Spacin Centimeters 15 30 45 60 

b 755,57 761.32 755.57 756.74 
Atmoçpherlc-* tcDr Bulb 22.4 28.4 27.7 25.5 
Conditions 1wet Bulb 13.7 16.8 17.7 15.6 

1.002 0.9915 0.9852 0.993 
h 7.1 7.86 9.5 7.31 

Critical 60-Cycle Corona .. 

43.08 
. 

45.3 
. 

47.2 Potential E60 Crest 
Applied Potontial 74.04 78.28 00.52 82.43 

Kv Cr9t 
Frequency 

Cjc1es por Socond e2 E6ose_ O.. 6O-C. C.. i. fe_ e_ 
60 21.8 17.24 13.5 24.58 15.2 30.12 13.5 33.73 

. 80 19.7 19.14 17.4 25.68 13. 31.42 12.4 34.b3 
100 17.9 20.94 14.8 28.28 12.6 32.72 11.4 35.63 
120 17.]. 21.74 13.45 29.63 11.4 3i.92 10.1 37.13 
140 16.6 22.24 12.1 30.98 10.4 34.92 9.35 37.97 
160 16.1 22.74 11.25 31.83 10.0 65.ó2 8.68 38.64 

* Symbols used: 
b: Barometric pressure in mm. of Hg 
t: Temperature in degrees cortirade 

: Relative ir density 
h: Absolute humidity in grams per cubic meter 

** e..,: Instantaneous applied potential at which negative corone starts in kilovolts 
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RATIO OF APPLIED POTENTIAL TO CRITICAL CORONA POTENTIAL 

FOR 15*CENTIMETER CONDUCTOR TO PLANE SPACING WITH NEGATIVE 

CORONA STARTING AT ZERO INSTANTANEOUS APPLIED POTENTIAL 

Earometric Pressure b: 756.9 mm of Hg 
Dry Bulb: 23.8 degrees C. 

Temperature tivet Bulb: 13.7 degrees C. 
Relative Air Density 1.0 
Absoluto Huitúdity b: 6.2 grams per cubic meter. 

Freqierc 
Cyc le 3/Second 

60 
80 
100 
120 
140 
160 

Critical Corona 
Potential 
Kv Crest 

38.76 
38 39 
38.02 
37.44 
36.95 
36.56 

Applied Ratio of Applied 
Potential to Critical 
Kv Crest Corona Potential 

* 
* 

110 3.105 
112.6 3.01 
108.5 3.935 
106.0 2.90 

* The applied potentIal is above the sparkover potential. 

TA1$ 19 

RATIO OF APPLIED POTENTIAL TO CRITICAL CORONA POTENTIAL 

FOR 3O-CENTI!ETEH CONDUCTOR TO PLANE SPACING WITH NEGATIVE 

CO0NA STARTING AT ZERO INSTANTANEOUS APPLIED POTENTIAL 

Barometric Pressure b: 762.96 nun. of H;. 
Dry Bulb: 28.2 degrees C. 

Temperature tiWet Bulb: 18.]. degree8 . 

Relative Air Den8ity S: 0.993 
Absolute Humidity h: 9.53 grams pr cubic ireter. 

Frequency Critical Ccrona Applied 1atio of Applied 
Cycles/Second Potential Potential to Critical 

Kv Crest Kv Crest Corona Potential 
60 43.04 113.8 2.636 
80 42.42 111 2.616 

100 42.06 105.6 2.51 
120 41.7 101.6 2.436 
140 41.15 98.8 2.4 
160 40.8 97.1 2.38 
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TABLE 20 

RATIO OF APPLIED POTENTIAL TO CRITICAL CORONA POTENTIAL 

FOR 45'CENTfliETER CONI)UOTOR TO PLANE SPACING WITh NEGATIVE 

CORONA STARTING AT ZETO INSTANTANEOUS APPLIED PONTIAL 

Barometric Pressure b: 755.7 nmt. ot U. 
Dry Bulb: 27.1 degrees 0. 

Temperature tWet Bulb: 177 decrees C. 
Fe1at1ve Air Density S: 0.9852 
Absolute Hurn1d1t h: 9.5 ranis por cubic meter 

Frequency Critical Corona Applied Ratio of Applied 
Cycles/Second Potential Potential to Critical 

Kv- Crest Ev Crest Corona Potential 
60 45.32 105.4 2.33 
80 45.16 104.3 2.31 

100 44.42 99.'? 2.25 
120 44.1 97.6 2.21 
140 43.64 96.1 . 2.2 
160 4Z.O8 94.0 2.18 

RATIO OF APPLIED POTENTIAL TO CRITICAL CORONA POTENTIAL 

FOR 60-CENTIMETER CONDUCTOR TO PLAiE SPACING WITH NEGATIVE 

CORONA STARTING AT ZERO INSTANTANEOUS APPLIED POTENTIAL 

Barometric Pressure b: 756.14 mm. of Hg. 
Dry Bulb: 25.5 degrees C. 

Temperature t(Wot Bulb: 15.6 degree8 C. 
Relative Air Density : 0.993 
Absoluto Humidity h: 7.91 grame per cubic meter. 

Frequency Critical Corona Applied i.atiO of Applied 
Cyoles/Seeond Potential Potential to Critical 

Iv Crest 1Cv Crest Corona Potential 

60 47.23 103.5 2.19 
80 46.94 101.7 2.17 

:ioo 46.5 98,8 2.125 
120 46.0 86.4 2.09 
140 45.93 95.1 2.07 
160 45.48 93.4 2.06 


